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Duality and nearby cycles over general bases

Qing Lu∗ Weizhe Zheng†‡

October 7, 2019

Abstract

This paper studies the sliced nearby cycle functor and its commutation with duality. Over a
Henselian discrete valuation ring, we show that this commutation holds, confirming a prediction
of Deligne. As an application we give a new proof of Beilinson’s theorem that the vanishing cycle
functor commutes with duality up to twist. Over an excellent base scheme, we show that the
sliced nearby cycle functor commutes with duality up to modification of the base. We deduce that
duality preserves universal local acyclicity over an excellent regular base. We also present Gabber’s
theorem that local acyclicity implies universal local acyclicity over a Noetherian base.
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Introduction

0.1 Over a Henselian discrete valuation ring

Let S be the spectrum of a Henselian discrete valuation ring, of closed point s and generic point η.
Let a : X → S be a morphism of schemes. Let Λ be a Noetherian commutative ring such that mΛ = 0
for some integer m invertible on S. We have the classical nearby cycle functor [SGA7II, XIII 2.1.1]

RΨs
η : D(Xη , Λ)→ D(Xs ×̄s η, Λ),

where Xη := X ×S η and Xs := X ×S s. The vanishing cycle functor Φs is a composition

D(X, Λ) RΨs

−−−→ D(Xs ×̄s S, Λ) LCo
−−→ D(Xs ×̄s η, Λ),
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where LCo(M) computes the cone of the specialization map Ms →Mη (2.17). We call RΨs the sliced
nearby cycle functor. Here ×̄s denotes fiber products of étale topoi. (In the case where η is a scheme
over s, X ×̄s η is typically not the étale topos of X ×s η.) Unless otherwise indicated, we work in the
unbounded derived categories.

Assume X separated and of finite type over S. Gabber proved that the classical nearby cycle
functor RΨs

η, when restricted to Dcft (the full subcategory of Db
c spanned by complexes of finite tor-

amplitude, where D∗c denotes the full subcategory of D∗ spanned by complexes with constructible co-
homology sheaves), commutes with duality [I1, Théorème 4.2]. Our first result confirms Deligne’s pre-
diction [D2] that the same holds for the sliced nearby cycle functor RΨs. Let DX = RHom(−, Ra!ΛS),
DXs×̄sS = RHom(−, R(as ×̄s idS)!ΛS).

Theorem 0.1.
(1) The canonical map RΨsDXL→ DXs×̄sSRΨsL (3.4) is an isomorphism for L ∈ D−c (X, Λ).
(2) We have a natural isomorphism DXs×̄sηLCo ≃ τLCoDXs×̄sS (2.19).

Here τ (Definition 2.8) is a functor that modifies only the tame part by what we call, following
Illusie, the Iwasawa twist. We immediately deduce that the vanishing cycle functor commutes with
duality up to the Iwasawa twist, which is a theorem of Beilinson (at least when s is separably closed)
[B1, 2.3].

Corollary 0.2 (Beilinson). We have an isomorphism DXs×̄sηΦsL ≃ τΦsDXL, functorial in L ∈
D−c (X, Λ).

Though the functors in Theorem 0.1 (1) involve only the fiber product Xs ×̄s S, the construction of

the map and the proof uses the oriented product X
←
×S S. Theorem 0.1 (2) follows from quasi-periodic

adjunctions for the functor LCo (2.8). Beilinson’s proof of Corollary 0.2 was rather different, using
his maximal extension functor Ξ.

0.2 Over general bases

For an arbitrary base scheme S and any scheme X over S, Deligne defined the vanishing topos X
←
×S S

and the nearby cycle functor ([L], [ILO, XI Section 4])

RΨ: D(X, Λ)→ D(X
←
×S S, Λ).

Recently Illusie proved a Künneth formula for RΨ [I3, Theorems 2.3, A.3], generalizing Gabber’s
theorem over a Henselian discrete valuation ring ([I1, Théorème 4.7], [BB, Lemma 5.1.1]). It was used
in Saito’s work on characteristic cycles, notably in his proof of the global index formula ([S1], [S2]).

Following a suggestion of Illusie, we study the commutation with duality of nearby cycles over
general bases. While there is typically no good duality on the vanishing topos X

←
×S S as a whole

(Remark 3.6), there is a good duality on the slice Xs

←
×S S ≃ Xs ×̄s S(s) for every point s of S, under

usual assumptions, where S(s) denotes the Henselization of S at s. We define the sliced nearby cycle
functor RΨs to be the composition

D(X, Λ) RΨ
−−→ D(X

←
×S S, Λ)→ D(Xs ×̄s S(s), Λ)

of RΨ with the restriction functor. Our main result is that the sliced nearby cycle functor commutes
with duality up to modification of the base, generalizing the excellent case of Theorem 0.1 (1). More
generally, we have the following result, where KS is not assumed to be a dualizing complex.

Theorem 0.3. Let S be an excellent scheme and let KS ∈ Db
c(S, Λ). Let a : X → S be a separated

morphism of schemes of finite type and let L ∈ Db
c(X, Λ) such that RHom(L, Ra!KS) ∈ Db

c(X, Λ).
Then there exists a modification S′ → S such that for every morphism T → S′ separated of finite type,
and for every point t ∈ T , the canonical map (5.1)

RΨtDXT
(L|XT

)→ DXt×̄tT(t)
RΨt(L|XT

)
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is an isomorphism. Here XT := X ×S T , Xt := X ×S t, DXT
:= RHom(−, KXT

), DXt×̄tT(t)
:=

RHom(−, KXt×̄tT(t)
), KXT

and KXt×̄tT(t)
are !-pullbacks of KS.

Here a modification means a proper birational morphism. Excellent schemes are assumed to be
Noetherian.

Further restrictions of the nearby cycle functor to shreds and local sections were previously studied
by Orgogozo [O, Section 6] and Illusie [I3, Section 1], but these restrictions carry too little information
on the base and fibers, respectively, for an analogue of Theorem 0.3 to hold (Remark 5.10).

One ingredient of the proof of Theorem 0.3 is Orgogozo’s theorem that the nearby cycle functor
commutes with base change after modification of the base [O, Théorème 2.1]. Since duality swaps
pullback and !-pullback, we are also lead to study the commutation of the sliced nearby cycle func-
tor with !-pullback. The proof of Theorem 0.3 relies on both Orgogozo’s theorem and an analogue
(Theorem 4.32) thereof for !-pullback.

As an application of Theorem 0.3, we show that universal local acyclicity over a regular excellent
base is preserved by duality (Corollary 5.13), answering a question of Illusie. Gabber gave a different
proof of the case of finite tor-amplitude of this corollary. He also showed that over a Noetherian base,
local acyclicity implies universal local acyclicity (Corollary 6.6), answering a question of M. Artin. We
deduce that weak singular support over a regular excellent base is compatible with duality (Corollary
5.14).

The results of this paper have applications to the perversity of nearby cycles, which we hope to
explore in a future article.

Organization In Section 1, we define and study duality and other operations on fiber products of
topoi, on which the sliced nearby cycles live. In Section 2, after preliminaries on the Iwasawa twist, we
study adjunctions and duality for the functor LCo and prove Theorem 0.1 (2). In Section 3, we prove
Theorem 0.1 (1) on duality and the sliced nearby cycle functor over Henselian discrete valuation rings.
In Section 4, we study the sliced nearby cycle functor over general bases and prove Theorem 4.32, the
analogue of Orgogozo’s theorem for !-pullback, which is a key step toward the proof of Theorem 0.3.
In Section 5, we prove Theorem 0.3 and the applications to local acyclicity and singular support. In
Section 6, we present Gabber’s results on local acyclicity.

Section 5 depends on Section 4. Sections 2 through 5 depend on Section 1. For those interested
only in the case over a Henselian discrete valuation ring (Sections 2 and 3), we recommend consulting
Section 1 only when necessary.

Acknowledgments This paper grew out of suggestions from Luc Illusie, and would not have existed
without his insights. We thank him for hundreds of comments on drafts of this paper. We thank Ofer
Gabber for kindly allowing us to present his results on local acyclicity in Section 6 and for many
crucial suggestions, including the removal of a finite dimensionality assumption on the base (Remark
4.35). We thank Takeshi Saito and the referee for valuable comments. We thank Lei Fu and Haoyu
Hu for useful discussions. Part of this work was done during visits to l’Institut des Hautes Études
Scientifiques, the University of Hong Kong, and Princeton University. We thank these institutions for
hospitality and support.

1 Fiber products of topoi

The sliced nearby cycles live on fiber products of topoi over the étale topos of a point. The goal of this
section is to define and study various operations on fiber products of topoi, including the dualizing
functor in our main theorems.
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1.1 Over general bases

In this subsection, we prove a proper base change theorem for fiber products of topoi over general bases
(Proposition 1.6) and use it to construct various operations on such fiber products. The construction
provides operations on slices of the vanishing topos used in our main theorems. It also applies to the
vanishing topos itself (Construction 4.9).

Let Λ be a commutative ring. For any topos S, we write Shv(S, Λ) for the category of sheaves of
Λ-modules on S and we write D(S, Λ) for its derived category.

Let X → S and Y → S be morphisms of topoi. We refer to [ILO, XI] for the constructions of the

oriented product X
←
×S Y and the fiber product X ×̄S Y . We adopt the notation ×̄ for products and

fiber products of topoi to avoid confusion with fiber products and products of schemes.
The following base change results for oriented products of topoi will be used in Proposition 1.17

and Lemma 4.13.

Proposition 1.1. Let X
a
−→ S ← Y

g
←− Y ′ be coherent morphisms [SGA4, VI Définition 3.1] of coherent

topoi [SGA4, VI Définition 2.3]. Consider idX
←
×S g : X

←
×S Y ′ → X

←
×S Y . For L ∈ D+(X

←
×S Y ′, Λ),

the stalk of R(idX

←
×S g)∗L at any point (x, y, φ) of X

←
×S Y is isomorphic to RΓ(Y ′(y), c∗L), where

Y ′(y) = Y ′ ×̄Y Y(y), Y(y) is the localization of Y at y, c is the composite Y ′(y) → Y ′
σ
−→ X

←
×S Y ′, and σ

is the canonical section induced by x [ILO, XI 2.2].

By [ILO, XI Lemme 2.5], idX

←
×S g : X

←
×S Y ′ → X

←
×S Y is a coherent morphism of coherent topoi.

Proof. By limit arguments, the stalk in question can be identified with RΓ(T, L|T ), where T =

X(x)

←
×S(a(x))

Y ′(y). We have RΓ(T, L|T ) ≃ RΓ(Y ′(y), Rp2∗(L|T )), where p2 : T → Y ′(y) is the projec-
tion and Rp2∗(L|T ) ≃ c∗L by [ILO, XI Proposition 2.3].

Corollary 1.2. Let X ′
f
−→ X

a
−→ S

b
←− Y

g
←− Y ′ be morphisms of coherent topoi with a, af , b, g

coherent. Then the base change map

α : (f
←
×S idY )∗R(idX

←
×S g)∗ → R(idX′

←
×S g)∗(f

←
×S idY ′)

∗

associated to the square (Cartesian by [ILO, XI Proposition 4.2])

X ′
←
×S Y ′

f
←
×S idY ′ ��

idX′

←
×Sg

//

⇔

X ′
←
×S Y

f
←
×S idY��

X
←
×S Y ′

idX

←
×Sg// X

←
×S Y

is an isomorphism on D+(X
←
×S Y ′, Λ).

Here ⇔ denotes an isomorphism of morphisms of topoi.
Recall that any locally coherent topos [SGA4, VI Définition 2.3] has enough points by Deligne’s

theorem [SGA4, VI Théorème 9.0]. The stalk of α at every point (x′, y, φ) of X ′
←
×S Y is an isomorphism

by Proposition 1.1.
Let f : X → S and g : Y → S be morphisms of topoi. For sheaves X ′, Y ′, S′ on X, Y , S, equipped

with morphisms X ′ → S′ and Y ′ → S′ above f and g, we write X ′ ×̄S′Y
′ for the object p∗1X ′×h∗S′ p

∗
2Y ′

of X ×̄S Y , where p1 : X ×̄S Y → X and p2 : X ×̄S Y → Y are the projections and h denotes fp1 ≃ gp2.
The following is an analogue of [ILO, XI Lemme 2.5], with essentially the same proof.

Lemma 1.3. Let X → S and Y → S be coherent morphisms of coherent topoi. Then X ×̄S Y is
coherent and the projections p1 and p2 are coherent.
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Lemma 1.3 implies that objects of the form X ′ ×̄S′ Y
′ with X ′, Y ′, S′ coherent form a generating

family.
The following is an analogue of [ILO, XI Corollaire 2.3.2].

Lemma 1.4. Let f : X → S and g : Y → S be local morphisms of local topoi. Then the fiber product
X ×̄S Y is a local topos of center z = (x, y, φ), where x and y are the centers of X and Y , respectively,
and φ : f(x) ≃ g(y) is the unique isomorphism.

Proof. It suffices to show that for every sheaf F on X ×̄S Y , any element of the stalk Fz lifts uniquely
to a section. For this we may assume that F = X ′ ×̄S′ Y

′ for sheaves X ′, Y ′, S′ on X, Y , S, equipped
with morphisms X ′ → S′, Y ′ → S′ above f and g. Any element of Fz corresponds to compatible
elements of X ′x, Y ′y , S′s, which correspond in turn to sections of X ′, Y ′, S′, providing a section of F .
Here s denotes the center of S.

Remark 1.5. As observed in [ILO, XI Exemples 3.4 (2)], given morphisms of schemes X → S ← Y ,
the morphism of topoi

(X ×S Y )et → Xet ×̄Set Yet

is not an equivalence in general, even if X, Y , and S are spectra of fields.1 Indeed, if S = Spec(k)
with k separably closed, and X = Spec(k1), Y = Spec(k2) with k1/k and k2/k transcendental, then
Xet ×̄Set Yet has only one isomorphism class of points, while (X ×S Y )et has infinitely many.

Let Λ be a torsion commutative ring. The following is a generalization of [O, Lemme 10.1].

Proposition 1.6. Let f : X → S be a proper morphism of schemes. Let g : Y → Set be a locally
coherent morphism [SGA4, VI Définition 3.7] of locally coherent topoi. Then for any point y of Y ,
any geometric point s of S, and any isomorphism φ : set

∼
−→ g(y), the base change map α : (Rp2∗L)y →

RΓ(Xs, c∗L) associated to the square

(1.1) (Xs)et
c //

��
⇔

Xet ×̄Set Y

p2

��
pt

y // Y

is an isomorphism for L ∈ D(Xet ×̄Set Y, Λ). Here Xs = X ×S s, and c is induced by the diagram

(Xs)et

��

//

⇔

pt
y //

set

⇔

  ❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇

Y

g

��
Xet

// Set,

where the triangle is given by φ.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of [O, Lemme 10.1]. We may assume that S is strictly local of
center s and Y is local of center y. There exists an integer d such that the dimensions of the fibers of
f are ≤ d. It suffices to show that α is an isomorphism for L ∈ D+. Indeed, this implies that Rp2∗

has cohomological dimension ≤ 2d, and the general case follows.
Consider the diagram of topoi

(Xs)et
c //

iet

⇔

&&▼▼
▼▼

▼▼
▼▼

▼▼
▼

Xet ×̄Set Y

p1

��
Xet

1The claim in [ILO, XI Exemples 3.4 (2)] that G 7→ BG preserves fiber products is false (cf. (1.8)).
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and the base change map β : i∗Rp1∗L→ c∗L. Then α can be identified with the composition

RΓ(X, Rp1∗L) ∼−→ RΓ(Xs, i∗Rp1∗L)
RΓ(Xs ,β)
−−−−−−→ RΓ(Xs, c∗L),

where the first arrow is proper base change. For any geometric point x of Xs, βx can be identified
with the map RΓ((X(x))et ×̄Set Y, L) → L(x,y,φ), which is an isomorphism by Lemma 1.4. It follows
that β and α are isomorphisms.

Remark 1.7.
(1) The square (1.1) is not Cartesian in general. Indeed, in the case where S = Spec(k) with k a

separably closed field, dim(X) ≥ 1, Y = pt, and s = Spec(k′) with k′ a transcendental (separably
closed) extension of k, the morphism (Xs)et → Xet is not an equivalence.

(2) For locally coherent morphisms of locally coherent topoi Set → B
h
←− B′, we can take g : Set ×̄B

B′ → Set to be the first projection, which is a locally coherent morphism of locally coherent
topoi by Lemma 1.3. In this case, p2 can be identified with fet ×̄B B′ : Xet ×̄B B′ → Set ×̄B B′.

(3) For locally coherent morphisms of locally coherent topoi Set → B ← B′, we can take g : Y =

Set

←
×BB′ → Set to be the first projection, which is a locally coherent morphism of locally coherent

topoi by [ILO, XI Lemme 2.5]. In this case, p2 can be identified with f
←
×B B′ : Xet

←
×B B′ →

Set
←
×B B′ by [ILO, XI Proposition 4.2], and we recover [O, Lemme 10.1]. This can be identified

with the special case of (2) with h being the first projection B
←
×B B′ → B.

(4) For f integral, Proposition 1.6 holds without the assumption that Λ is torsion. Indeed, in
the proof above, it suffices to replace proper base change by integral base change [SGA4, VIII
Corollaire 5.6].

Recall that for any morphism of topoi f : X → Y , we have a projection formula map

Rf∗L⊗
L M → Rf∗(L⊗L f∗M),

adjoint to the composition

f∗(Rf∗L⊗
L M) ≃ f∗Rf∗L⊗

L f∗M → L⊗L f∗M.

Construction 1.8. Applying Nagata’s compactification theorem [C, Theorem 4.1] and Deligne’s
gluing formalism [SGA4, XVII 3.3], we define for f : X ′ → X a separated morphism of finite type of
coherent schemes equipped with locally coherent morphisms of locally coherent topoi Xet → S ← Y ,
a functor

R(fet ×̄S idY )! : D(X ′et ×̄S Y, Λ)→ D(Xet ×̄S Y, Λ),

isomorphic to R(fet ×̄S idY )∗ for f proper and left adjoint to (fet ×̄S idY )∗ for f an open immersion,
and compatible with composition.

Given a Cartesian square

U ′
j′ //

fU

��

X ′

f
��

U
j // X

of coherent schemes with f proper and j an open immersion, as in [SGA4, XVII Lemme 5.1.6] we
need to check that the morphism

(1.2) (jet ×̄S idY )!(fUet ×̄S idY )∗ → (fet ×̄S idY )∗(j′et ×̄S idY )!

induced by the inverse of the isomorphism

(jet ×̄S idY )∗(fet ×̄S idY )∗
∼
−→ (fUet ×̄S idY )∗(j′et ×̄S idY )∗

6



is an isomorphism. The restriction of (1.2) to Uet ×̄S Y is trivially an isomorphism. Let X1 = X −U
be a complement of U . The restriction of the left-hand side of (1.2) to (X1)et ×̄S Y is zero, and the
restriction of the right-hand side of (1.2) to (X1)et ×̄S Y is zero by Proposition 1.6 and Remark 1.7
(2).

We have the following isomorphisms.
(1) (base change on X) For any Cartesian square of coherent schemes

X ′1
h′ //

f ′

��

X ′

f

��
X1

h // X

we have
(het ×̄S idY )∗R(fet ×̄S idY )! ≃ R(f ′et ×̄S idY )!(h′et ×̄S idY )∗.

(2) (base change on Y ) For any locally coherent morphism g : Y ′ → Y of locally coherent topoi, we
have

(idXet ×̄S g)∗R(fet ×̄S idY )! ≃ R(fet ×̄S idY ′)!(idX′et
×̄S g)∗.

(3) (projection formula) For L ∈ D(X ′et ×̄S Y, Λ), M ∈ D(Xet ×̄S Y, Λ), we have

R(fet ×̄S idY )!L⊗
L M ≃ R(fet ×̄S idY )!(L⊗L (fet ×̄S idY )∗M).

For f proper, these maps are given by adjunction. In this case the maps in (1) and (2) are isomorphisms
by Proposition 1.6 and Remark 1.7 (2). To show that the map in (3) is an isomorphism in this case,
we reduce by Proposition 1.6 and Remark 1.7 (2) to the classical case where Y = S = pt. For f an
open immersion, the inverses of these isomorphisms are standard [Z1, Constructions 2.6, 2.7].

Construction 1.9. The functor R(fet ×̄S idY )! has cohomological dimension ≤ 2d, where d is the
maximum of the dimensions of the fibers of f . Thus the functor admits a right adjoint

(1.3) R(fet ×̄S idY )! : D(Xet ×̄S Y, Λ)→ D(X ′et ×̄S Y, Λ)

by Lemma 1.10 below applied to the proper case.
Assume mΛ = 0 with m invertible on X and f flat with fibers of dimension ≤ d. Then the trace

map Trfet(Λ): Rfet!ΛX′et
→ ΛXet(−d)[−2d] for fet induces a trace map

Trfet×̄S idY
(Λ): R(fet ×̄S idY )!Λ ≃ p∗1Rfet!Λ→ Λ(−d)[−2d]

for fet ×̄S idY , where p1 : Xet ×̄S Y → Xet denotes the projection. Here we used base change (2) on
Y . By the projection formula (3), this induces a natural transformation

Trfet×̄S idY
: R(fet ×̄S idY )!(fet ×̄S idY )∗(d)[2d] → id,

which induces, by adjunction, a natural transformation

(1.4) trfet×̄S idY
: (fet ×̄S idY )∗(d)[2d] → R(fet ×̄S idY )!.

Lemma 1.10. Let h : Z ′ → Z be a coherent morphism of locally coherent topoi such that there exists
a covering family of objects Yα of Z with h∗Yα algebraic [SGA4, VI Définition 2.3]. Then for all q,
Rqh∗ commutes with filtered colimits. If, moreover, Rh∗ : D(Z ′, Λ)→ D(Z, Λ) has finite cohomological
dimension, then Rh∗ admits a right adjoint.

Proof. For the first assertion we may assume Z coherent and the assertion becomes [SGA4, VI
Théorème 5.1]. The second assertion follows by the Brown representability theorem. More precisely,
one applies [KS, Corollary 14.3.7] to the collection of h∗-acyclic sheaves, which is stable under small
direct sums by the first assertion.

7



Construction 1.11. Consider functors

D′

G
��
⇐

C′
L′oo

F
��

D′

⇐G
��

R′ // C′

F
��

D C
Loo D

R // C

and adjunctions L ⊣ R and L′ ⊣ R′. Then natural transformations α : LF → GL′ correspond by
adjunction to natural transformations β : FR′ → RG. For α given, β is the composition

FR′ → RLFR′
α
−→ RGL′R′ → RG.

The same holds for adjunctions in 2-categories [A, Proposition 1.1.9].

Lemma 1.12. Let Y ′ be an object of Y and let g : Y ′ → Y . The map

(1.5) (idX′et
×̄S g)∗R(fet ×̄S idY )! → R(fet ×̄S idY ′)

!(idXet ×̄S g)∗

induced by Constructions 1.8 (2) and 1.11 is a natural isomorphism.

Proof. We may assume f proper. It suffices to show that the map (idX ×̄S g)!R(fet ×̄S idY ′)∗ →
R(fet ×̄S idY )∗(idX′ ×̄S g)!, left adjoint of (1.5), is an isomorphism. For this, we may assume that Y
is a point. In this case, Y ′ is a small set I and (id ×̄S g)! can be identified with

⊕

I . It then suffices
to note that R(fet ×̄S idY )∗ commutes with small direct sums.

By adjunction, the projection formula induces the following isomorphisms (see for example [Z1,
Proposition 2.24]).

Corollary 1.13. We have isomorphisms, natural in L, M ∈ D(Xet ×̄S Y, Λ) and L′ ∈ D(X ′et ×̄S Y, Λ),

R(fet ×̄S idY )!RHom(L, M) ≃ RHom((fet ×̄S idY )∗L, R(fet ×̄S idY )!M),(1.6)

RHom(R(fet ×̄S idY )!L
′, M) ≃ R(fet ×̄S idY )∗RHom(L, R(fet ×̄S idY )!M),(1.7)

For L ∈ D(X, Λ), M ∈ D(Y, Λ), we write L⊠L M for p∗1L⊗L p∗2M , where p1 : X ×̄S Y → X and
p2 : X ×̄S Y → Y are the projections. The base change isomorphisms and projection formula induce
the following Künneth formula.

Corollary 1.14. Let f : X ′ → X and g : Y ′ → Y be morphisms separated of finite type of coherent
schemes, and let Xet → S and Yet → S be locally coherent morphisms of locally coherent topoi. Let
L ∈ D(X ′et, Λ) and M ∈ D(Y ′et, Λ). Then we have an isomorphism

Rf!L⊠
L Rg!M

∼
−→ R(f ×̄S g)!(L⊠L M).

Here R(f ×̄S g)! denotes the functor R(f ×̄S idX)!R(idY ′ ×̄S g)! ≃ R(idX ×̄S g)!R(f ×̄S idY ′)!.

Here we have omitted the subscript “et” when no confusion arises.

1.2 Over a classifying topos

In this subsection, we study operations on fiber products of topoi over the classifying topos of a profinite
group, which include slices of vanishing topoi. Among other things we prove Künneth formulas and
biduality, which will be used in Subsection 2.4 and in many places in Sections 4 and 5.

Let s = BG be the classifying topos of a profinite group G, consisting of discrete sets equipped
with a continuous action of G. In our applications s will be the étale topos of a spectrum of a field.
Let X and Y be topoi over s. For G = {1}, X ×̄s Y is the product topos X ×̄ Y .
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Remark 1.15. For any topos Z, the category of morphisms of topoi Z → s is a groupoid. In other
words, if p1 and p2 are morphisms Z → s, then any natural transformation α : p∗1 → p∗2 is an isomor-
phism. Indeed, since p∗i carries the final object to the final object and preserves coproducts, α is an
isomorphism on constant sheaves. It follows that α is an isomorphism on locally constant sheaves. It
then suffices to note that every sheaf on s is a coproduct of locally constant sheaves.

It follows that X ×̄s Y is also the oriented product X
←
×s Y .

Remark 1.16. Given a generating family {U} of X and a generating family {V } of Y , {ΛU×̄sV,X×̄sY }
is a generating family of Shv(X ×̄s Y, Λ). Here, ΛU×̄sV,X×̄sY is the free sheaf of Λ-modules on X ×̄s Y
generated by U ×̄s V [SGA4, IV Proposition 11.3.3]. Our notation U ×̄s V is consistent with [ILO, XI
1.10 (b)] (cf. [AGT, Proposition VI.3.15]), using the same notation for objects of a topos and the
corresponding localized topoi.

Indeed, by the construction of X ×̄s Y , objects of the form U ×a,BH,b V , H running through open
normal subgroups of G, form a generating family of X ×̄s Y . Here a : U → BH and b : V → BH are
morphisms of topoi. We have

(1.8) BH ×̄s BH ≃
∐

g∈G/H

BH.

The two projections on the component indexed by gH, g ∈ G are given respectively by the identity
and by the morphism cg : BH → BH induced by conjugation by g. The isomorphism class of cg

depends only on gH. It follows that U ×̄s V ≃
∐

g∈G/H U ×̄a,BH,cgb V .

We restrict our attention to coherent topoi equipped with morphisms to s, which we call coherent
topoi over s. Note that s is a coherent topos and any morphism X → s with X coherent is coherent.
Indeed, BH, H running through open normal subgroups of G, form a generating family of coherent
objects of s, and by [SGA4, VI Proposition 3.2], it suffices to show that BH ×̄s X is coherent. By
(1.8) the pullback of the projection p : BH ×̄s X → X by itself is coherent, so that p is coherent by
[SGA4, VI Proposition 1.10 (ii)].

Let pt = s̄ → s be the point of s with inverse image given by the functor forgetting the action of
G. By Remark 1.15, all points of s are isomorphic.

Corollary 1.2 takes the following form.

Proposition 1.17. Let f : X ′ → X and g : Y ′ → Y be morphisms of coherent topoi over s. Assume
that f is coherent. Then the base change map

BCg : (idX ×̄s g)∗R(f ×̄s idY )∗ → R(f ×̄s idY ′)∗(idX′ ×̄s g)∗

associated to the (Cartesian) square of topoi

X ′ ×̄s Y ′
idX′×̄sg

//

f×̄sidY ′

��
⇔

X ′ ×̄s Y

f×̄sidY

��
X ×̄s Y ′

idX×̄sg// X ×̄s Y

is a natural isomorphism on D+(X ′ ×̄s Y, Λ).

Remark 1.18. Note that Rf∗ and Rfs̄∗ have the same cohomological dimension. Moreover, R(f ×̄s id)∗
has the same cohomological dimension by the proposition applied to Y ′ = pt. If these cohomological
dimensions are finite, then the proposition holds more generally on the unbounded derived category
D(X ′ ×̄s Y, Λ).

Remark 1.19. The analogue of Proposition 1.17 does not hold for fiber products of schemes. For
example, let s = Spec(k), where k is a field, X = Y = P1

k, and let f : X ′ = A1
k → X and g : Y ′ =

{∞} → Y be the immersions. Let Γ: X ′ → X ′ ×s Y be the graph of f . Then (idX′ ×s g)∗(Γ∗Λ) = 0
while (idX ×s g)∗(f ×s idY )∗(Γ∗Λ) can be identified with g∗Λ.
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Corollary 1.20. Let f and Y be as above, L ∈ D(X ′ ×̄s Y, Λ), M ∈ D(Y, Λ). Assume that one of the
following holds:

(a) Rf∗ has finite cohomological dimension; or
(b) L, M ∈ D+, and Λ has finite weak dimension; or
(c) L ∈ D+ and M has finite tor-amplitude; or
(d) f = (f0)et, where f0 : X ′0 → X0 is a morphism of finite type of Noetherian schemes, mΛ = 0 for

an integer m invertible on X0, and L ∈ D+, L⊗L p′∗2 M ∈ D+.
Then the projection formula map

R(f ×̄s idY )∗L⊗L p∗2M → R(f ×̄s idY )∗(L⊗L p′∗2 M)

is an isomorphism. Here p2 : X ×̄s Y → X and p′2 : X ′ ×̄s Y → X ′ denote the projections.

Recall that the weak dimension of Λ is the supremum of integers n such that TorΛ
n(A, B) 6= 0 for

some Λ-modules A and B.

Proof. We may assume that s is a point. By Proposition 1.17, we may further assume that Y = s.
This case is standard. For (a), see [I3, Lemma A.8]. For (b), we reduce to the case M ∈ Db, which
is a special case of (c). For (c), we reduce to the case where M is a flat Λ-module, and then to the
trivial case where M is a finite free Λ-module. For (d), we reduce by localization at a point to the case
where X0 is finite-dimensional, which is a special case of (a) by Gabber’s theorem on the finiteness of
cohomological dimension [ILO, XVIIIA Corollary 1.4].

Remark 1.21. In case (d), the projection formula implies that R(f ×̄s idY )∗ preserves complexes of
tor-amplitude ≥ n.

Combining the corollary with the proposition, we obtain the following Künneth formula for R(f ×̄s

g)∗. The analogue for fiber products of schemes over a field is [SGA5, III (1.6.4)].

Corollary 1.22. Let f : X ′ → X and g : Y ′ → Y be coherent morphisms of coherent topoi over s. Let
L ∈ D(X ′, Λ), M ∈ D(Y ′, Λ). Assume that either one of the following holds:

(a) Rf∗ and Rg∗ have finite cohomological dimensions;
(b) L, M ∈ D+, and Λ has finite weak dimension.

Then the Künneth formula map

Rf∗L⊠
L Rg∗M → R(f ×̄s g)∗(L⊠L M)

is an isomorphism.

By a scheme over s we mean a scheme Z equipped with a morphism of topoi Zet → s. Let X be
a coherent scheme over s. For any open subgroup H < G, we have Xet ×̄s t ≃ (Xt)et, where t = BH
and Xt → X is a finite étale cover. Taking limit, we get Xet ×̄s s̄ ≃ (Xs̄)et, where Xs̄ = lim Xt.

Let Y be a coherent topos over s. Assume Λ of torsion. By Constructions 1.8 and 1.9, for
f : X ′ → X a morphism of schemes separated of finite type, the functors (fet ×̄s idY )! and (fet ×̄s idY )!

are defined. In fact, in this case, the proper base change used in the construction of (fet ×̄s idY )! does
not require Proposition 1.6 and can be reduced by Proposition 1.17 to classical proper base change.

Assume mΛ = 0 for some m invertible on X.

Proposition 1.23. For f smooth of dimension d, the trace map (1.4)

trfet×̄sidY
: (fet ×̄s idY )∗(d)[2d] → R(fet ×̄s idY )!

is an isomorphism.
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Proof. Let us first show that tr(L) is an isomorphism for L ∈ D+(Xet ×̄s Y, Λ). For this, it suffices
to check that RΓ(U ′et ×̄s V, tr(L)|U ′et×̄sV ) is an isomorphism for u : U ′ → X ′ an étale morphism of
coherent schemes and V a coherent object of Y . By Lemma 1.12, tr(L)|X′et×̄sV ≃ tr(L|Xet×̄sV ).
Changing notation, it suffices to check that

RΓ(U ′et ×̄s Y, (u ×̄s idY )∗tr(L)) ≃ RΓ(U ′et, Rp′′1∗(u ×̄s idY )∗tr(L)) ≃ RΓ(U ′et, u∗Rp′1∗tr(L))

is an isomorphism, where p′1 : X ′et ×̄s Y → X ′et and p′′1 : U ′et ×̄s Y → U ′et are the projections. We have
a commutative diagram

f∗etRp1∗L(d)[2d]

≃

��

tr(Rp1∗L)

∼
// Rf !

etRp1∗L

≃

��
Rp′1∗(fet ×̄s idY )∗L(d)[2d]

Rp′1∗tr(L)
// Rp′1∗R(fet ×̄s idY )!L.

The left vertical isomorphism is given by Proposition 1.17 applied to the pair (g, fet), where g : Y → s.
The right vertical isomorphism is given by adjunction from Construction 1.8 (2) applied to the pair
(f, g). The upper horizontal isomorphism is [SGA4, XVIII Théorème 3.2.5]. It follows that Rp′1∗tr(L)
is an isomorphism.

As in the proof of [SGA4, XVIII Théorème 3.2.5], the above result extends to unbounded L by a
more explicit construction of R(fet ×̄s idY )!. For any coherent topos E, Shv(E, Λ) is equivalent to the
Ind-category of the category of finitely presented sheaves of Λ-modules on E by [SGA4, VI Corollaire
1.24.2, I Corollaire 8.7.7]. In fact, for each finitely presented object U of E, u!ΛU is a finitely presented
object of Shv(E, Λ), where u : U → E. Imitating [SGA4, XVIII Section 3.1], we define the modified
Godement resolution for a sheaf F = colimi Fi of Λ-modules on E by M•(F) = colimi G•(Fi), where
G• denotes the Godement resolution associated to a conservative family of points of E (which exists
by Deligne’s theorem [SGA4, VI Théorème 9.0]), and Fi are finitely presented. For a compactification
f = f̄ j, we define (fet ×̄s id)•! F := (f̄et ×̄s id)∗τ≤2dM•(jet ×̄s id)!F , where d is the maximum of the
dimensions of the fibers of f . Then R(fet ×̄s id)! is the derived functor of the complex of functors
(fet ×̄s id)!

•, right adjoint to (fet ×̄s id)•! . By [SGA4, XVII Proposition 1.2.10] (variant for a bounded
complex of functors), R(fet ×̄s id)! has finite cohomological amplitude on the unbounded derived
category.

Proposition 1.24. Assume f separated of finite presentation. The map

(idX′et
×̄s g)∗R(fet ×̄s idY )! → R(fet ×̄s idY ′)

!(idXet ×̄s g)∗

induced by Constructions 1.8 (2) and 1.11 is a natural isomorphism on D+.

Proof. We reduce to the following cases: (a) f is smooth; (b) f is a closed immersion. For (a), we apply
the preceding proposition. For (b), we apply Proposition 1.17 to Rj∗, where j is the complementary
open immersion.

Similarly, we have the following projection formula.

Proposition 1.25. Assume X Noetherian finite-dimensional. Then the map

R(fet ×̄s idY )!L⊗L p′∗2 M → R(fet ×̄s idY )!(L⊗L p∗2M),

adjoint to the composition

R(fet ×̄s idY )!(R(fet ×̄s idY )!L⊗L p′∗2 M) ≃ R(fet ×̄s idY )!R(fet ×̄s idY )!L⊗L p∗2M → L⊗L p∗2M

of Construction 1.8 (3) and the adjunction map, is an isomorphism for L ∈ D(Xet ×̄s Y, Λ) and
M ∈ D(Y, Λ).
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Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Proposition 1.24. For (a) we apply Proposition 1.23. For (b) we
apply Corollary 1.20 (a) to Rj∗. That Rj∗ has finite cohomological dimension is a theorem of Gabber
[ILO, XVIIIA Corollary 1.4].

Let X and Y be coherent schemes over s. Again we omit the index “et” when no confusion arises.
For separated morphisms of finite type of schemes f : X ′ → X and g : Y ′ → Y , and Λ of torsion, the
functors R(f ×̄s g)! and R(f ×̄s g)! are defined. The base change isomorphism and projection formula
above induce the following Künneth formula. The analogue for fiber products of schemes over a field
is [SGA5, III (1.7.3)].

Corollary 1.26. Assume X and Y are Noetherian finite-dimensional and mΛ = 0 for some m
invertible on X and Y . Then for L ∈ D(X, Λ), M ∈ D(Y, Λ), we have

Rf !L⊠L Rg!M
∼
−→ R(f ×̄s g)!(L⊠L M).

Let Λ be a Noetherian commutative ring. Imitating [O, Section 9.1], we say that a sheaf of Λ-
modules F on X ×̄s Y is constructible if every stalk is finitely generated and there exist finite partitions
X =

⋃

i Xi, Y =
⋃

j Yj into disjoint constructible locally closed subsets such that the restriction F to
each Xi ×̄s Yj is locally constant. We write Shvc(−, Λ) for the full subcategory of Shv(−, Λ) spanned
by constructible sheaves. The subcategory Shvc(X ×̄s Y, Λ) ⊆ Shv(X ×̄s Y, Λ) is stable under kernels,
cokernels, and extensions, but in general not stable under subobjects or quotients. Even for X and Y
Noetherian, constructible sheaves are in general very different from Noetherian sheaves. For example,
in the case where X and Y are spectra of separably closed fields, pt ×̄s pt can be identified with the
topos associated to the underlying topological space of G, on which a sheaf is Noetherian if and only
if the support is finite and the stalks are finitely generated. See however Lemma 1.28 below.

Lemma 1.27. For F constructible, there exist étale morphisms u : U → X and v : V → Y of schemes
with U and V affine and an epimorphism (u ×̄s v)!ΛU×̄sV → F .

Proof. The proof is similar to that of [SGA4, IX Proposition 2.7]. Given α : (uα ×̄s vα)!ΛUα×̄sVα
→ F ,

the set Eα of points (x, y) ∈ Xcons × Y cons such that α is an epimorphism on x ×̄s y is open. Here
Xcons and Y cons denote respectively X and Y equipped with the constructible topology. By Remark
1.16, (Eα) form an open cover of Xcons × Y cons, and thus admits a finite subcover (Ei) by the quasi-
compactness of Xcons × Y cons. It suffices to take U =

∐

i Ui and V =
∐

i Vi.

The following lemma is not needed in the rest of this paper.

Lemma 1.28. Assume that X and Y are Noetherian schemes. Assume that for each pair of points
x ∈ X, y ∈ Y , the double coset Gx\G/Gy is finite. Here Gx and Gy denote respectively the images of
Gal(x̄/x) and Gal(ȳ/y) in G, well-defined up to conjugation. Then F ∈ Shv(X ×̄sY, Λ) is constructible
if and only if it is Noetherian.

Proof. The proof is similar to those of [SGA4, IX Proposition 2.9] and [O, Lemme 9.3]. Since Shv(X ×̄s

Y, Λ) admits a family of constructible generators, it suffices to show that every constructible sheaf F
is Noetherian. We show that every filtered family (Fα) of subsheaves of F admits a maximal element.
Since each Fα is a filtered colimit of constructible sheaves, and every morphism of constructible sheaves
has constructible image, each Fα is a filtered union of constructible subsheaves. Thus we may assume
that each Fα is constructible. The maximal points of X ×̄s Y are of the form p = (x̄, ȳ, φ), where
x̄→ X, ȳ → Y are geometric generic points. For every point q of X ×̄s Y , there exists a specialization
from a maximal point p to q. The assumptions imply that there are only finitely many isomorphism
classes of maximal points. Let α be such that (Fα)p = (Fβ)p for every maximal point p and every
β ≥ α. Let U ⊆ X and V ⊆ Y be nonempty open subsets such that Fα|U×̄sV and F|U×̄sV are locally
constant. Then Fα|U×̄sV = Fβ |U×̄sV for all β ≥ α and we conclude by Noetherian induction.
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Lemma 1.29. Let f : X0 → X be a morphism of coherent schemes. Assume either (a) f weakly étale
[BS, Definition 1.2] or (b) (f,Z/mZ) universally locally acyclic for some integer m > 0 such that
mΛ = 0. For L ∈ D−c (X ×̄s Y, Λ) and M ∈ D+(X ×̄s Y, Λ), the canonical map

(f ×̄s idY )∗RHom(L, M)→ RHom((f ×̄s idY )∗L, (f ×̄s idY )∗M)

is an isomorphism.

Proof. In case (a), we may assume that X0 and X are affine and that f is ind-étale, by [BS, Theorem
1.3 (3)]. By Lemma 1.27, we may assume that L = (u ×̄s v)!Λ. In this case, the map can be identified
with the base change map (f ×̄s idY )∗R(u ×̄s v)∗M ′ → R(uX0 ×̄s v)∗(fU ×̄s idY )∗M ′, which is an
isomorphism by limit arguments for f ind-étale and by [SGA4, XVI Théorème 1.1] in case (b). Here
M ′ = (u ×̄s v)∗M .

The following lemma will be used later in Subsection 4.5.

Lemma 1.30. Let f : X0 → X be a weakly étale morphism of coherent schemes. Let g : X ′ → X be
a finite morphism of finite presentation. Form a Cartesian square

X ′0
f ′ //

g0

��

X ′

g

��
X0

f // X.

Then the map f ′∗Rg! → Rg!
0f∗ adjoint to the inverse of the finite base change isomorphism f∗g∗

∼
−→

g0∗f
′∗ via Construction 1.11 is an isomorphism on D+(X, Λ).

Proof. For M ∈ D(X, Λ), we have a commutative diagram

f∗RHom(g∗Λ, M) ∼

��

f∗g∗Rg!M
∼ // g0∗f

′∗Rg!M

��
RHom(f∗g∗Λ, f∗M) RHom(g0∗Λ, f∗M) ∼∼oo g0∗Rg!

0f∗M.

For M ∈ D+, since g∗Λ is constructible, the left vertical arrow is an isomorphism by Lemma 1.29
(case Y = s). It follows that the same holds for the right vertical arrow. We conclude by the fact that
g0∗ is conservative.

Lemma 1.31. Let X be a Noetherian scheme with mΛ = 0 for some m invertible on X. Let L ∈
D≤a

cft (X, Λ) and M ∈ D+(X, Λ). Assume that M has tor-amplitude ≥ b. Then RHom(L, M) has
tor-amplitude ≥ b− a.

Proof. The proof is similar to [D1, Th. finitude, Remarque 1.7]. The case where L has locally con-
stant cohomology sheaves is trivial. For the general case, we may assume that L = u!F for an
immersion u : U → X and F ∈ Dcft with locally constant cohomology sheaves. Then RHom(L, M) ≃
Ru∗RHom(F , Ru!M). It remains to show that Ru∗ and Ru! preserve objects of tor-amplitude ≥ n.
For Ru∗ this follows from Remark 1.21 (with Y = s). For Ru! we may assume that u is a closed
immersion, and it suffices to apply the assertion for Rj∗, where j is the complementary open immer-
sion.

Proposition 1.32. Assume X and Y are both Noetherian schemes, and mΛ = 0 for some m invertible
on X and Y . Let L ∈ D−c (X, Λ), M ∈ Dcft(Y, Λ), L′ ∈ D+(X, Λ), M ′ ∈ D+(Y, Λ). Assume that either
of the following holds:

(a) L ∈ Dcft(X, Λ) and L′ ⊠L M ′ ∈ D+; or
(b) M ′ has tor-amplitude ≥ n for some integer n.
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Then the canonical map

RHom(L, L′)⊠L RHom(M, M ′)→ RHom(p∗1L, p∗1L′)⊗L RHom(p∗2M, p∗2M ′)

→ RHom(L⊠L M, L′ ⊠L M ′)

is an isomorphism in D(X ×̄s Y, Λ).

Proof. By Lemma 1.29, we may replace X and Y by strict localizations at geometric points, which
are finite-dimensional. In case (b), by Lemma 1.31, RHom(M, M ′) has tor-amplitude bounded from
below, so that we may assume L = f!Λ for f : X ′ → X étale with X ′ affine, which is a special case of
(a). Let us prove case (a). We may assume L = u!F , M = v!G for immersions u : U → X, v : V → Y
and F , G in Dcft of locally constant cohomology sheaves. In this case, L⊠L M ≃ (u ×̄s v)!(F ⊠L G)
and the map in question is the composition

Ru∗RHom(F , Ru!L′)⊠L Rv∗RHom(G, Rv!M ′)

≃R(u ×̄s v)∗(RHom(F , Ru!L′)⊠L RHom(G, Rv!M ′))

→R(u ×̄s v)∗RHom(F ⊠L G, Ru!L′ ⊠L Rv!M ′)

≃R(u ×̄s v)∗RHom(F ⊠L G, R(u ×̄s v)!(L′ ⊠L M ′)).

The first and last isomorphisms are Corollaries 1.22 (a) and 1.26. Here again we used Gabber’s
theorem that Ru∗ and Rv∗ have finite cohomological dimension [ILO, XVIIIA Corollary 1.4]. Thus we
are reduced to showing the proposition under the additional assumption that the cohomology sheaves
of L and M are locally constant. This case is obvious by taking stalks.

Proposition 1.33. Assume Λ of torsion. Let f : X ′ → X and g : Y ′ → Y be separated morphisms of
finite presentation. Then R(f ×̄s g)! preserves Db

c and Dft.

Proof. It suffices to show R(f ×̄s g)!F ∈ Db
c for F a constructible sheaf. By Lemma 1.27, we may

assume F = Λ. In this case, we apply Künneth formula R(f ×̄s g)!Λ ≃ Rf!Λ⊠L Rg!Λ (Corollary 1.14)
and the classical theorem that Rf!Λ and Rg!Λ are in Db

c [SGA4, XVII Théorème 5.3.6]. It follows
from projection formula that R(f ×̄s g)! preserves complexes of finite tor-dimension.

Lemma 1.34. Assume ℓΛ = 0 for a prime number ℓ. Let F ∈ Shvc(X ×̄s Y, Λ) be a sheaf that becomes
constant on U ×̄s V for finite étale covers U → X and V → Y . Then there exist finite étale covers
p : X ′ → X and q : Y ′ → Y such that F is a direct summand of a sheaf F ′ equipped with a finite
filtration with graded pieces of the form (p ×̄s q)∗Cn with Cn constant.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of [SGA4, IX Proposition 5.5]. We may assume that U → X and
V → Y are Galois of groups G and H, respectively. Choose ℓ-Sylow subgroups G′ of G and H ′ of H.
Let X ′ = U/G′, Y ′ = V/H ′. Take F ′ = (p ×̄s q)∗(p ×̄s q)∗F . The composition F → F ′ Tr

−→ F of the
adjunction and trace maps equals [G : G′][H : H ′]id, which is an isomorphism. Thus F is a direct
summand of F ′. Moreover, (p ×̄s q)∗F is a Λ[L]-module M , where L = G′ ×H ′. Since (g − 1)#L = 0
in Λ[L] for each g ∈ L, the augmentation ideal I of Λ[L] satisfies I(#L)2

= 0. Thus the filtration
(InM)n≥0 of M is finite and provides the desired filtration of F ′.

Assume mΛ = 0 with m invertible on X and on Y .

Proposition 1.35. Assume that X is (a) quasi-excellent or (b) of finite type over a Noetherian regular
scheme of dimension 1. Assume that Y is (a) or (b). Let f : X ′ → X and g : Y ′ → Y be morphisms
of finite type. Then R(f ×̄s g)∗ and R(f ×̄s g)! (the latter for f and g separated) preserve Db

c and Dcft.
Moreover, RHomX×̄sY induces (D−c )op ×D+

c → D+
c .
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Proof. Let us first show that R(f ×̄s g)∗ preserves Db
c. The preservation of Dcft follows from this

and Remark 1.21. We may assume ℓΛ = 0 for some prime ℓ | m. By Noetherian induction on X ′

and Y ′, it suffices to show that for F ∈ Shvc(X ′ ×̄s Y ′, Λ), there exist open immersions u : U ′ → X ′,
v : V ′ → Y ′ with U ′ and V ′ nonempty such that R(u ×̄s v)∗F ′ ∈ D+

c and R(fu ×̄s gv)∗F ′ ∈ D+
c ,

where F ′ = F|U ′×̄sV ′ . For this it suffices to show that for some open subgroup H < G and t = BH,
we have R(ut ×̄t vt)∗F ′t ∈ D+

c and R(ftut ×̄t gtvt)∗F ′t ∈ D+
c , where F ′t = F ′|U ′t×̄tV ′t

. There exist
U ′, V ′, and t such that F ′t is locally constant and trivialized by finite étale covers on each pair of
connected components of U ′t and V ′t . Changing notation (replacing F by F ′t), it suffices to show that
for F locally constant and trivialized by finite étale covers, we have R(f ×̄s g)∗F ∈ Db

c. By Lemma
1.34, we may assume that F = (p ×̄s q)∗C for finite étale covers p : X ′′ → X ′ and q : Y ′′ → Y ′ and
C constant. Changing notation again, we may assume F constant. By projection formula, we may
assume Λ = Z/ℓZ and F = Λ. This case follows from the Künneth formula (Corollary 1.22 (b))
and finiteness theorems for Rf∗Λ and Rg∗Λ of Deligne [D1, Th. finitude, Théorème 1.1] and Gabber
[ILO, Introduction, Théorème 1].

For R(f ×̄s g)!, we reduce to the case of smooth morphisms, which follows from Proposition 1.23,
and the case of closed immersions, which follows from the first assertion applied to the complementary
open immersions.

To show RHom(F , L) ∈ D+
c for F constructible and L ∈ D+

c , we may assume F = (u ×̄s v)!Λ by
Lemma 1.27. Then RHom(F , L) ≃ R(u ×̄s v)∗(u ×̄s v)∗L.

Assume that X is (a) excellent admitting a dimension function or (b) of finite type over a regular
Noetherian scheme of dimension one. Then X is equipped with a dualizing complex KX for Dcft(X, Λ),
unique up to tensor product with invertible objects. For f : X ′ → X separated of finite type, Rf !KX

is a dualizing complex for Dcft(X ′, Λ). If Λ is Gorenstein, then KX is also a dualizing complex for
Db

c(X, Λ) ([D1, Th. finitude, 4.7], [ILO, XVII Théorèmes 6.1.1, 7.1.2, 7.1.3]). Let Λ =
∏

i Λi with
each Spec(Λi) connected. For each i, KX determines a dimension function δX,i: for each x ∈ X,
RΓx(K)⊗Λ Λi is concentrated in degree −2δX,i(x).

Assume Y is (a) or (b). Then X and Y are equipped with dualizing complexes KX and KY . Let
KX×̄sY = KX ⊠

L KY and DX×̄sY = RHom(−, KX×̄sY ). Proposition 1.32 (b) takes the following
form.

Corollary 1.36. For L ∈ D−c (X, Λ) and M ∈ Dcft(Y, Λ), the canonical map

DXL⊠L DY M → DX×̄sY (L⊠L M)

is an isomorphism.

Proposition 1.37.
(1) DX×̄sY preserves Dcft(X ×̄s Y, Λ). The evaluation map evL : L→ DX×̄sY DX×̄sY L is an isomor-

phism for L ∈ Dcft(X ×̄s Y, Λ).
(2) Assume Λ Gorenstein. DX×̄sY preserves Db

c(X×̄sY, Λ). The evaluation map evL : L→ DX×̄sY DX×̄sY L
is an isomorphism for L ∈ Db

c(X ×̄s Y, Λ). The quasi-injective dimension of KX×̄sY (namely,
the cohomological dimension of DX×̄sY when restricted to Db

c(X ×̄s Y, Λ)) is

d = sup
i

(dim Λi − 2 inf δX,i − 2 inf δY,i) .

In particular, in (2) KX×̄sY has finite quasi-injective dimension if and only if Λ, X and Y are
finite-dimensional.

Proof. Let us first show the preservation of Dcft and Db
c (the latter assuming Λ Gorenstein) and

biduality. This is trivial if X and Y are regular and we restrict to complexes with locally constant
cohomology sheaves. We reduce the general case to the case of L = (u ×̄s v)!F , where u : U → X
and v : V → Y are immersions with U and V regular and F has locally constant cohomology sheaves.
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Then DX×̄sY L ≃ R(u ×̄s v)∗DU×̄sV F . Note that R(u ×̄s v)∗ preserves Db
c and Dcft by Proposition

1.35. The map evL is the composition

(u ×̄s v)!F
evF−−→
∼

(u ×̄s v)!DU×̄sV DU×̄sV F

(1.9)
−−−→
∼

DX×̄sY R(u ×̄s v)∗DU×̄sVF ≃ DX×̄sY DX×̄sY (u ×̄s v)!F ,

where we used Proposition 1.38 below.
It remains to show that for Λ Gorenstein, the quasi-injective dimension c of KX×̄sY is d. This is

similar to the proof of [ILO, XVII Proposition 6.2.4.1]. For each maximal ideal m of Λi, taking L to be
the constant sheaf Λ/m on {x}×̄s {y}, extended to X ×̄s Y , we get c ≥ dim Λm−2δX,i(x)−2δY,i(y). It
follows that c ≥ d. To show c ≤ d, we reduce to the case L = (u ×̄s v)!F as above with F a sheaf. We
may further assume U and V are connected, with generic points x and y respectively. Then DU×̄sV F
has cohomological degrees ≤ supi(dim Λi − δX,i(x) − δY,i(y)). Moreover, by [ILO, XVIIIA Theorem
1.1] and Remark 1.18, R(u ×̄s v)∗ has cohomological dimension ≤ 2 dim U + 2 dim V . It follows that
c ≤ d.

Let f : X ′ → X and g : Y ′ → Y be separated morphisms of finite type. We have a natural
transformation

(1.9) R(f ×̄s g)!DX′×̄sY ′
ev
−→ DX×̄sY Dop

X×̄sY
R(f ×̄s g)!DX′×̄sY ′

(1.7)
∼

DX×̄sY (R(f ×̄s g)∗)opDop
X′×̄sY ′

DX′×̄sY ′
ev
−→ DX×̄sY (R(f ×̄s g)∗)op,

where ev denotes the evaluation maps.

Proposition 1.38. Let L ∈ D−c (X ′ ×̄s Y ′, Λ). Assume either L ∈ Db
c or X and Y are finite-

dimensional. Then R(f ×̄s g)!DX′×̄sY ′L→ DX×̄sY R(f ×̄s g)∗L is an isomorphism.

Proof. For L ∈ Db
c, by Lemma 1.29, we may assume that X and Y are strictly local. Thus we may

assume X and Y finite-dimensional. Since R(f ×̄s g)∗ has finite cohomological dimension, we may
assume L ∈ Shvc. By Lemma 1.27, we may further assume L = (u ×̄s v)!Λ ≃ M ⊠

L N for u and v
affine and étale, where M = u!Λ and N ∈ v!Λ in Dcft. Via Künneth formula for R(f ×̄s g)!, R(f ×̄s g)∗,
and D (Corollaries 1.14, 1.22, 1.36), (1.9) can be identified with the ⊠L of the isomorphisms

Rf!DX′M
∼
−→ DXRf∗M, Rg!DY ′N

∼
−→ DY Rg∗N.

Remark 1.39. The natural transformation (1.9) can be interpreted formally as follows. We write
α : F ⊣ G for an adjunction αX,Y : Hom(FX, Y ) ≃ Hom(X, GY ). Then αop : Gop ⊣ F op, where
αop

Y,X = α−1
X,Y . By a duality on a category C we mean a functor D : Cop → C equipped with an

adjunction α : Dop ⊣ D such that αop = α. Here Dop : (Cop)op → Cop and we have identified (Cop)op

with C. Similarly αop : Dop ⊣ (Dop)op and we have identified (Dop)op with D. Equivalently, a duality
on C is a functor D : Cop → C equipped with a natural transformation ev : idC → DDop such that the
composite D

evD
−−→ DDopD

Devop

−−−−→ D is the identity. Note that we do not require ev to be a natural
isomorphism. If (C,⊗) is a closed symmetric category and K is an object of C, then DK = Hom(−, K),
where Hom is the internal Hom functor, is a duality on C [SZ, Construction A.4.1]. The adjunction
Dop

K ⊣ DK is given by

Hom(L, DKM) ≃ Hom(L⊗M, K) ≃ Hom(M ⊗ L, K) ≃ Hom(M, DKL) ≃ HomCop(Dop
K L, M).

Here the second isomorphism is induced by the symmetric constraint L⊗M ≃M ⊗ L.
The natural transformation (1.9) is obtained from Construction 1.11 applied to the opposite of the

canonical natural isomorphism

(1.10) R(u ×̄s v)∗DU×̄sV ≃ DX×̄sY R(u ×̄s v)op
! .
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In the terminology of [SZ, Definition A.3.3], (1.9) and (1.10) are form transformations, transposes of
each other.

Example 1.40. Let S be a Henselian local scheme and let i : s → S be the inclusion of the closed
point. The functor i−1 : Et(S)→ Et(s) between étale sites admits a left adjoint π−1 : Et(s)→ Et(S),
which commutes with finite limits and extends the equivalence between finite étale sites. The functor
π−1 is continuous and induces a morphism of topoi π : Set → set, left adjoint to iet (which means

π∗ ≃ i∗ here). For any scheme Y over s, we have Y ×̄s S ≃ Y
←
×s S ≃ Y

←
×S S by Remark 1.15 and

Lemma 1.41 below.
In the special case where S is the spectrum of a Henselian discrete valuation ring, we recover the

topos Y ×̄s S of [SGA7II, XIII Section 1.2]. A sheaf F on Y ×̄s S can be identified with a triple

(Fs,Fη , φ), where Fs is a sheaf on Y , Yη is a sheaf on Y ×̄s η ≃ Y
←
×s η ≃ Y

←
×S η, and φ : p∗Fs → Fη

is a morphism of sheaves. Here p : Y ×̄s η → Y denotes the projection. The functor R(f ×̄s idS)! in
this case reduces to [SGA7II, XIII 2.1.6 c)].

Lemma 1.41. Consider morphisms X
a // s

i
((

⊤ S
π

hh Y
boo in a 2-category with π left adjoint to

i. Then X
←
×a,s,πb Y ≃ X

←
×ia,S,b Y .

Proof. The two oriented products satisfy the same universal property. Indeed, for X
x
←− T

y
−→ Y , giving

ax⇐ πby is equivalent to giving iax⇐ πb.

2 The functor LCo

After preliminaries on the Iwasawa twist (Sections 2.1 and 2.2), we study adjunctions and duality for
the functor LCo. The main results of this section are Theorems 2.12 and 2.20.

2.1 Iwasawa twist

Let Λ be a commutative ring with mΛ = 0 for some integer m > 0. Let G be a profinite group. Recall
that the completed group ring

R = Λ[[G]] = lim
H

Λ[G/H],

where H runs through open normal subgroups of G, can be identified with the ring of Λ-valued
measures on G with convolution product. For any discrete Λ-G-module M and any normal subgroup
P ⊳ G, we write MP and MP for the Λ-G-modules of G-invariants and G-coinvariants, respectively.
Note that if the (supernatural) order of P is prime to m, then the canonical map MP → MP is an
isomorphism, with inverse carrying the class of x ∈M to

∫

px dµ(p), where µ is the Haar measure on
P of mass 1. In this case we write P M = Coker(MP →M) and we have a canonical isomorphism

M ≃MP ⊕ P M.

Let A be a set of prime numbers containing all prime divisors of m and let ZA =
∏

ℓ∈A Zℓ. Let G
be a profinite group fitting into a short exact sequence

(2.1) 1→ ZA(1)→ G
π
−→ Gs → 1,

where ZA(1) is isomorphic to ZA. The conjugation action of Gs on ZA(1) provides a character
χ : Gs → Z×A. Let σ be a generator of ZA(1) and let t = σ − 1 ∈ Λ[[ZA(1)]] ⊆ Λ[[G]]. Recall that the
classical Iwasawa algebra Λ[[ZA(1)]] is simply Λ[[t]].

Lemma 2.1. t is a non-zero-divisor in R and tR = Rt does not depend on the choice of σ.
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Proof. Let r ∈ R such that tr = 0. We regard r as a measure on G with values in Λ. For any open
and closed subset X ⊆ G, we have r(σX) = r(X). Let H be an open normal subgroup of G such that
H∩ZA(1) = mnZA(1), and let H ′ = nZA(1)·H. Then H ′ =

∐m
i=1 σinH, so that r(H ′g) = mr(Hg) = 0

for any g ∈ G. Since any open subgroup of G contains such an H ′, we have r = 0. Similarly, rt = 0
implies r = 0.

That tR = Rt follows from the identity

(2.2) gtg−1 = (1 + t)χ(g) − 1 =
∑

n≥1

(

χ(g)
n

)

tn

in R for g ∈ G. Here we have denoted χ(ḡ) by χ(g), where ḡ is the image of g in Gs. That tR does
not depend on the choice of σ follows from the standard fact that tΛ[[ZA(1)]] does not depend on the
choice of σ, which follows in turn from the expansion of (1 + t)s − 1 for s ∈ Z×A.

Remark 2.2. Although we do not need this, let us show that the canonical homomorphism Λ[[π]] : Λ[[G]] →
Λ[[Gs]] induces an isomorphism R/tR

∼
−→ Λ[[Gs]]. Clearly the image of t in Λ[[Gs]] is zero. Moreover,

any continuous section of π (not necessarily a homomorphism) induces a section of Λ[[π]]. Now let
s ∈ R be a measure on G such that Λ[[π]](s) = 0. We need to find a measure r ∈ R such that s = tr.
For H and H ′ as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 and g ∈ G, we take r(H ′g) = (τ(n)s)(Hg), where

τ(n) :=
m
∑

i=1

in−1
∑

j=0

σj = −
mn−1
∑

j=0

⌊

j

n

⌋

σj ∈ R.

Note that the definition depends only on H ′g. Indeed, we have σnτ(n) − τ(n) =
∑mn−1

j=0 σj , so
that (σnτ(n)s − τ(n)s)(Hg) = s(ZA(1)Hg) = 0 by the assumption on s. Let H0 < H be an open
normal subgroup of G with ZA(1) ∩ H0 = amnZA(1) and let H ′0 = anZA(1) · H0. We have H =
∐

h∈S

∐a−1
k=0 σ−kmnH0h for a subset S ⊆ H and H ′ =

∐

h∈S

∐a−1
k=0 H ′0σ−knh. Applying the identity

b =
∑a−1

k=0⌊
b+k

a ⌋ to b = ⌊j/n⌋, we get

a−1
∑

k=0

σknτ(an) = −
amn−1
∑

j=0

⌊

j

n

⌋

σj =
a−1
∑

k=0

σkmnτ(n),

so that r(H ′g) =
∑

h∈S

∑a−1
k=0 r(H ′0σ−knhg). It follows that r is a well-defined measure on G. Finally,

tτ(n) =
∑m

i=1 σin so that (tr)(H ′g) = s(H ′g).

The following definition is due to Beilinson, at least for G = Zℓ(1).

Definition 2.3 (Iwasawa twist). Consider the R-bimodule R(1)τ = tR. For an R-module M , we
consider the R-modules

M(1)τ = R(1)τ ⊗R M, M(−1)τ = HomR(R(1)τ , M).

By Lemma 2.1, we have isomorphisms of R-modules M
∼
−→ M(1)τ (−1)τ and M(−1)τ (1)τ ∼

−→
M . The R-bimodule R(1)τ is invertible in the sense that we have an isomorphism of R-bimodules
R(1)τ ⊗R R(−1)τ ≃ R.

The R-module M(1)τ can be described more explicitly as follows. For each σ, we define a ring
isomorphism ρσ : R→ R by

ρσ(g) =
∑

n≥1

(

χ(g)
n

)

tn−1g

for g ∈ G. That ρσ defines a ring homomorphism follows from the identity gt = tρσ(g) (2.2) and the
fact that t is a non-zero-divisor in R. We have

ρ−1
σ (g) = g

∑

n≥1

(

χ(g−1)
n

)

tn−1.
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Consider the isomorphism of Λ-modules u : M → M(1)τ carrying x to t ⊗ x. For g ∈ G, we have
g(t ⊗ x) = t ⊗ ρσ(g)x, namely u(ρσ(g)x) = gu(x). Thus if M = (M, α : R → EndΛ(M)), then
u : (M, α ◦ ρσ) ∼−→M(1)τ is an isomorphism of R-modules.

Remark 2.4. The constructions preserve discrete Λ-G-modules. For M a discrete Λ-G-module, M(−1)τ

can be described as follows. Composition with the crossed homomorphism ZA(1)→ R(1)τ carrying ξ
to ξ− 1 gives an isomorphism of Λ-G-modules M(−1)τ ∼−→ Z1

cont(ZA(1), M), where Z1
cont(ZA(1), M) is

the Λ-module of continuous crossed homomorphisms f : ZA(1)→M , with G-action given by (gf)(ξ) =
g(f(g−1ξg)) for g ∈ G.

Remark 2.5. If tnM = 0 for some integer n such that all primes ℓ ≤ n are invertible in Λ, then
we have an isomorphism of R-modules M(1) := ZA(1) ⊗ZA

M
∼
−→ M(1)τ carrying σ ⊗ x to t ⊗

∑n
i=1(−1)i−1ti−1x/i.

Remark 2.6. Let A′ be a subset of A containing all prime factors of m and let ZA′(1) be the maximal
pro-A′ quotient of ZA(1). Let K = Ker(ZA(1) → ZA′(1)). For a discrete G-module M , we have
M(1)τ ≃ MK(1)τ ⊕ KM . Indeed, for M such that MK = 0, since MZA(1) = MZA(1) = 0, t acts
bijectively on M .

Remark 2.7. In our applications (2.1) splits so that G ≃ ZA(1) ⋊ Gs. In this case an R-module
gives rise to a Gs-R0-module, where R0 = Λ[[ZA(1)]] is a Gs-ring. One can define Iwasawa twist for
Gs-R0-module by tR0 ⊗R0 −, which is compatible with Definition 2.3.

2.2 Iwasawa twist on fiber products

Let S be the spectrum of a Henselian discrete valuation ring of residue characteristic p ∤ m. Let s and η
be the closed point and the generic point of S, respectively. Let η̄ → η be an algebraic geometric point
and let s̄ be the closed point of the normalization of S in η̄. Let Gη = Gal(η̄/η). Assume that p 6∈ A.
Let I < G be the inertia group and P < I be the inertia group prime to A. Then G = Gη/P fits into
a split short exact sequence (2.1), with ZA(1) being the Tate twist ZA(1) of ZA, Gs = Gal(s̄/s), and
χ the cyclotomic character. For a sheaf M of Λ-modules on η, we define M(±1)τ = MP (±1)τ ⊕ P M .
By Remark 2.6, this does not depend on the choice of A. In particular, we can take A to be either
maximal (the set of all primes except p) or minimal (the set of prime divisors of m).

Now let Y be a scheme over s. A sheaf on Y ×̄s BG is a pair (M, α) where M is a sheaf on
Ys̄ and α is a continuous action of G on M , compatible with the action of G on Ys̄ via Gs. The
construction (M, α) 7→ (M, α ◦ ρσ) extends to the topos Y ×̄s BG and does not depend on the choice
of σ up to isomorphism. Indeed, for s ∈ Z×A, we have α(r) : (M, α ◦ ρσs) ∼

−→ (M, α ◦ ρσ), where
r =

∑

n≥1

(s
n

)

tn−1 ∈ R×. We define M(1)τ = (M, α ◦ ρσ) and M(−1)τ = (M, α ◦ ρ−1
σ ). The latter has

a more canonical description by Remark 2.4: For U a quasi-compact object of the étale site of Ys̄, we
have

(2.3) M(−1)τ (U) = Z1
cont(ZA(1), M(U)).

We have a canonical map
M →M(−1)τ

carrying x ∈M(U) to the crossed homomorphism σ 7→ σx− x.

Definition 2.8. For a sheaf M of Λ-modules on Y ×̄s η, we define

(2.4) M(±1)τ = MP (±1)τ ⊕ P M.

We will sometimes write τM for M(1)τ . We get an auto-equivalence

τ : Shv(Y ×̄s η, Λ)→ Shv(Y ×̄s η, Λ).

We consider the map

(2.5) ι : M →M(−1)τ

given by the canonical map on MP and the identity on P M .
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The kernel of (2.5) is M I and the cokernel is MI(−1). Here we used the fact that if the action of
I on M is trivial, then M(±1)τ ≃M(±1) (Remark 2.5).

Let p : Y ×̄s η → Y be the projection. The functor p∗ on categories of sheaves is fully faithful. For
a sheaf M on Y ×̄s η, p∗M can be identified with M I .

Lemma 2.9. For M ∈ D(Y ×̄s η, Λ), p∗Rp∗M is computed by Cone(M ι
−→ M(−1)τ )[−1], with the

adjunction p∗Rp∗M →M given by the totalization of the map of bicomplexes

(2.6) · · · // 0 //

��

M
ι //

0
M(−1)τ

��

//
1

0

��

// · · ·

· · · // 0 // M // 0 // 0 // · · · .

Proof. Since the functor M 7→M(−1)τ is exact, it suffices to show that for M an injective sheaf, the
sequence 0→M I →M

ι
−→M(−1)τ → 0 is exact. We have already seen that Ker(ι) = M I . It remains

to show that MP → MP (−1)τ is an epimorphism. This can be identified with C0
cont(K, MP ) →

Z1
cont(K, MP ), where K = I/P ≃ ZA(1), which is an epimorphism by the following lemma applied to

the injective sheaf MP on Y ×̄s BG.

Lemma 2.10. Let H → Gs be an epimorphism of profinite groups of kernel K and let q : Y ×̄sBH → Y
be the projection. Then for M ∈ Shv(Y ×̄s BH, Λ), q∗Rq∗M is computed by the complex C∗cont(K, M).
Here Ci

cont(K, M) is the sheaf on Y ×̄s BH such that for any quasi-compact object U of the étale site of
Ys̄, Ci

cont(K, M)(U) = Ci
cont(K, M(U)) is the Λ-module of continuous i-cochains, with H-action given

by (gf)(ξ0, . . . , ξi) = g(f(g−1ξ0g, . . . , g−1ξig)) for g ∈ H.

Proof. We have M = colimJ MJ , where J runs through open subgroups of K, normal in H, and
Ci

cont(K, M) = colimJ Ci
cont(K/J, MJ ). Since the functors Ci

cont(K,−) are exact, it suffices to show
that H iC∗cont(K, M) = 0 for i > 0 and M injective. In this case, MJ is injective as sheaf on Y ×̄s

B(H/J). Thus we may assume K finite. In this case C∗cont(K, M) = Hom(L, M), where L is the
standard resolution of Z by Z[K]-modules, regarded as sheaves on X ×̄s BK.

Remark 2.11. By Lemma 2.9, Rp∗ has cohomological dimension ≤ 1, and R1p∗M ≃ MI(−1) for
M ∈ Shv(Y ×̄s η, Λ).

2.3 Some quasi-periodic adjunctions

Let j : Y ×̄s η → Y ×̄s S be the inclusion of the open subtopos. Between categories of abelian sheaves,
we have a sequence of adjoint functors

(2.7) Co ⊣ j! ⊣ j∗ ⊣ j∗,

where CoF = Coker(φ : p∗Fs → Fη) for F = (Fs,Fη, φ) as in Example 1.40. This sequence cannot
be extended, as neither Co nor j∗ is exact (unless Y is empty). We will see however that the derived
adjunction sequence can be extended into a loop up to twist.

Note that Co admits a left derived functor

LCo: D(Y ×̄s S, Λ)→ D(Y ×̄s η, Λ).

For each M ∈ D(Y ×̄s S, Λ), LCoM is computed by CoM ′, where M ′ → M is a quasi-isomorphism
and M ′ is a complex of sheaves of the form (Fs,Fη , φ) for which φ is a monomorphism. In fact, LCo
is the functor Φ of [SGA7II, XIII 1.4.2]. The adjunctions (2.7) induce adjunctions of derived functors
LCo ⊣ j! ⊣ j∗ ⊣ Rj∗ (see for example [KS, Theorem 14.4.5]).

Theorem 2.12. Between the derived categories D(Y ×̄s η, Λ) and D(Y ×̄s S, Λ), we have a canonical
adjunction Rj∗ ⊣ τLCo.
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Therefore, we have a quasi-periodic sequence of adjoint functors

(2.8) LCo ⊣ j! ⊣ j∗ ⊣ Rj∗ ⊣ τLCo.

We start by constructing an adjunction for the projection p : Y ×̄s η → Y .

Proposition 2.13. Between derived categories D(Y ×̄s η, Λ) and D(Y, Λ), we have a canonical ad-
junction Rp∗ ⊣ p∗(1)[1].

Thus we have a quasi-periodic sequence of adjoint functors

(2.9) p∗ ⊣ Rp∗ ⊣ p∗(1)[1].

Proof. The isomorphism R1p∗Λ ≃ Λ(−1) in Remark 2.11 induces TrΛ : Rp∗p
∗Λ(1)[1] → Λ. We define

the co-unit of the adjunction to be the trace map

TrL : Rp∗p
∗L(1)[1] ∼←− Rp∗Λ(1)[1] ⊗L L

L⊗LTrΛ−−−−−→ L

for L ∈ D(Y, Λ), where the first arrow is the projection formula map, which is an isomorphism by
Corollary 1.20 (a) or by Lemma 2.9. By construction, p∗TrL is given by the totalization of the
morphism of double complexes

· · · // 0 //

��

p∗L(1) 0 //

��

−1
p∗L //

0
0

��

// · · ·

· · · // 0 // 0 // p∗L // 0 // · · · .

Indeed, this is clear in the case L = Λ and the general case follows. We define the unit ǫM : M →
p∗Rp∗M(1)[1] for M ∈ D(Y ×̄s η, Λ) to be the totalization of the morphism of double complexes

· · · // 0 //

��

0 //

��

0
M //
1

0 // · · ·

· · · // 0 // M(1)τ // M // 0 // · · · .

It follows that p∗TrL ◦ ǫp∗L = id and TrRp∗M(1)[1] ◦Rp∗ǫM (1)[1] = id. For the latter we reduce to the
easy case where M is an injective sheaf.

Remark 2.14. The proposition is a form of the Poincaré-Verdier duality for the inertia group I, and
can be compared with other Poincaré-Verdier dualities. For f a proper topological submersion of
locally compact spaces (resp. proper smooth morphism of schemes) of relative dimension d, we have
adjunctions

f∗ ⊣ Rf∗ ⊣ Rf !,

where Rf ! ≃ (f∗ −⊗of )[d] (resp. Rf ! ≃ f∗(d)[2d]). Here of is the orientation sheaf.

To construct the adjunction Rj∗ ⊣ τLCo, we need (part (1) of) the following.

Lemma 2.15. Let j : U → X be an open subtopos and let i : V → X be the complementary closed
subtopos. Let C be a category. Let F : C → D(X, Λ) and G : D(X, Λ)→ C be functors.

(1) A natural transformation id→ GF is an adjunction if and only if the compositions id→ GF →
(Gi∗)(i∗F ) and id→ GF → (GRj∗)(j∗F ) are adjunctions.

(2) A natural transformation GF → id is an adjunction if and only if the compositions (Gi∗)(Ri!F )→
GF → id and (Gj!)(j∗F )→ GF → id are adjunctions.
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That ǫ : id → GF is the unit of an adjunction (or, in short, is an adjunction) means that the
composite

(2.10) Hom(FA, B)→ Hom(GFA, GB)
ǫA−→ Hom(A, GB)

is a bijection for all A ∈ C and B ∈ D(X, Λ). That η : GF → id is the co-unit of an adjunction (or, in
short, is an adjunction) means that the composite

(2.11) Hom(B, FA)→ Hom(GB, GFA)
ηA−→ Hom(GB, A)

is a bijection for all A ∈ C and B ∈ D(X, Λ).

Proof. The “only if” parts are trivial. For the “if” part of (1), the assumption implies that (2.10) is
an isomorphism for B = Rj∗M and for B = i∗L, which implies that the same holds for all B. For the
“if” part of (2), the assumption implies that (2.11) is an isomorphism for B = j!M and for B = i∗L,
which implies that the same holds for all B.

Let i : Y ≃ Y ×̄s s→ Y ×̄s S be the inclusion. Then i∗j∗ ≃ p∗.

Proof of Theorem 2.12. Consider the topos Y ×̄s η[1] of morphisms of Y ×̄s η and the morphism of
topoi λ : Y ×̄s η[1] → Y ×̄s S with λ∗ carrying (Fs,Fη, φ) to (p∗Fs,Fη , φ). We have LCo ≃ LCoker◦λ∗.
By Lemma 2.9, for M ∈ D(Y ×̄s η, Λ), λ∗Rj∗M is computed by the totalization of the diagram (2.6)
considered as a double complex in Shv(Y ×̄s η[1], Λ), with the vertical arrows representing φ. Thus
LCoRj∗M is computed by the diagram (2.6) considered as a triple complex in Shv(Y ×̄s η, Λ), with
the rows of the diagram numbered −1 and 0. This gives an isomorphism id ∼

−→ τLCoRj∗. It is easy
to check that the composition

id ∼
−→ τLCoRj∗ → (τLCo i∗)(i∗Rj∗) ≃ (p∗(1)[1])Rp∗

is the adjunction constructed in Proposition 2.13 and

id ∼
−→ τLCoRj∗ → (τLCoRj∗)(j∗Rj∗) ≃ id ◦ id

is the trivial adjunction. Thus, by the above lemma, we get Rj∗ ⊣ τLCo.

Remark 2.16. Between Shv(Y, Λ) and Shv(Y ×̄s S, Λ), we have a sequence of adjoint functors

π? ⊣ π∗ ⊣ π∗ = i∗ ⊣ i∗ ⊣ i!.

Here π : Y ×̄s S → Y is the projection and π? = R2i!(1) = R1p∗j
∗(1). Between D(Y, Λ) and D(Y ×̄s

S, Λ), we have adjunctions

(2.12) Ri!(1)[2] ⊣ π∗ ⊣ π∗ = i∗ ⊣ i∗ ⊣ Ri!.

Since p = πj, compositions of the corresponding functors of the sequences (2.12) and (2.8) collapse
into (2.9).

To construct the adjunction Ri!(1)[2] ⊣ π∗, we apply the last assertion of Lemma 2.15. The co-unit
(Ri!(1)[2])π∗ ∼−→ id is given by the cycle class map. The compositions

(id(1)[2])(id(−1)[−2]) ≃ ((Ri!(1)[2])i∗)(Ri!π∗) ∼−→ (Ri!(1)[2])π∗ ∼−→ id,

(Rp∗(1)[1])(p∗) ≃ ((Ri!(1)[2])j!)(j∗π∗)→ (Ri!(1)[2])π∗ ∼−→ id

are adjunctions.
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Remark 2.17. Let M ∈ D(Y ×̄s S, Λ). We have distinguished triangles

π∗π∗M →M → j!LCoM → π∗π∗M [1],(2.13)

j!j
∗M →M → i∗i

∗M → j!j
∗M [1],(2.14)

i∗Ri!M →M → Rj∗j
∗M → i∗Ri!M [1],(2.15)

Rj∗τLCoM →M → π∗Ri!M(1)[2]→ Rj∗τLCoM [1].(2.16)

Each triangle above is right adjoint of the preceding one (the first triangle being right adjoint to the
last one). Applying j∗ to (2.13) and (2.16), we obtain distinguished triangles

p∗Ms →Mη
can
−−→ LCoM → p∗Ms[1],(2.17)

LCoM
var
−−→Mη(−1)τ → p∗Ri!M [2]→ LCoM [1].(2.18)

Here var is the variation map. One can check that var ◦ can is the canonical map ι : Mη →Mη(−1)τ .
For M tame (namely, MP ≃M), the morphism var corresponds via (2.3) to morphisms var(ξ) : (LCoM)η̄ →

Mη̄ for ξ ∈ I, which are the classical variation maps [SGA7II, XIII (1.4.3.1)].

2.4 Duality and LCo

Construction 2.18. Let C and D be categories equipped with dualities DC : Cop → C and DD : Dop →
D (Remark 1.39). Let F, G : C → D and F ′, G′ : D → C be functors equipped with adjunctions F ′ ⊣ F
and G ⊣ G′. A natural transformation FDC → DDGop corresponds by adjunction to G′opDop

D →
Dop
C F ′, which corresponds by taking opposites to a natural transformation DCF

′op → G′DD.

Let f : Y → s be a separated morphism of finite type. We let KY ×̄sη = p∗Rf !Λs ≃ R(f ×̄s idη)!Λη

and KY ×̄sS = π∗Rf !Λs ≃ R(f ×̄s idS)!ΛS (by Corollary 1.26).

Construction 2.19. We construct a natural transformation

(2.19) DY ×̄sη(LCo)op → τLCoDY ×̄sS

of functors D(Y ×̄s S, Λ)op → D(Y ×̄s η, Λ), by applying Construction 2.18 and Theorem 2.12 to the
natural transformation (1.9)

(2.20) γ : j!DY ×̄sη → DY ×̄sS(Rj∗)op

adjoint to the canonical isomorphism DY ×̄sη ≃ j∗DY ×̄sS(Rj∗)op.

By construction (2.19) is given by

Hom(L, D(LCo)M) ≃ Hom((LCo)M, DL) ≃ Hom(M, j!DL)
γL−→ Hom(M, DRj∗L) ≃ Hom(Rj∗L, DM) ≃ Hom(L, τ(LCo)DM).

Theorem 2.20 (= 0.1 (2)). The natural transformations (2.19) and (2.20) are isomorphisms.

Proof. It suffices to show that γL is an isomorphism for every L ∈ D(Y ×̄s η, Λ). Since the source and
target of γ both carry coproducts to products, we may assume L ∈ D−. Since Rj∗ has cohomological
amplitude contained in [0, 1] and both DY ×̄sS and DY ×̄sη have cohomological amplitude ≥ −2 dim(Y ),
we may assume L is a sheaf. We may further assume that L is a coproduct of sheaves of the form u!Λ
with u étale and affine. The case of u!Λ is a special case of Proposition 1.38.

Remark 2.21. We let KY = Rf !Λs(−1)[−2]. Similarly to the above, we have natural isomorphisms

i∗DY ×̄sS
∼
−→ DY (Ri!)op,(2.21)

DY ×̄sS(π∗)op ∼−→ π∗(1)[2]DY(2.22)

on the unbounded derived categories, adjoint to each other. Moreover, (2.22) is the inverse of the
Künneth formula map. Via the isomorphisms (2.20) and (2.21), the distinguished triangles (2.14)
and (2.15) are compatible. Similarly, via the isomorphisms (2.19) through (2.22), the distinguished
triangles (2.13) and (2.16) are compatible.
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3 Nearby and vanishing cycles over Henselian discrete valuation
rings

In this section we assume as in Section 2.2 that S is the spectrum of a Henselian discrete valuation
ring, of generic point η and closed point s. Let Λ be a Noetherian ring satisfying mΛ = 0 for some
integer m invertible on S.

Let X → S be a morphism of schemes. Consider the morphisms of topoi

X
Ψ
−→ X

←
×S S

←−
i
←− Xs ×̄s S.

We call Ψs =
←−
i ∗Ψ∗ the sliced nearby cycle functor. As explained in [I3, (1.2.9)], this is the functor Ψ

of [SGA7II, XIII 1.3.3]. Between derived categories equipped with the symmetric monoidal structures
given by derived tensor products, the functor

←−
i ∗ is a symmetric monoidal functor, and RΨ∗ is a

right-lax symmetric monoidal functor (see for example [IZ, Construction 3.7]). The composite RΨs

is a right-lax symmetric monoidal functor. By adjunction (see for example [ILO, XVII Définition
12.2.3]), we get a morphism natural in A, K ∈ D(X, Λ)

(3.1) RΨsRHom(A, K)→ RHom(RΨsA, RΨsK).

Let f : X → Y be a morphism of schemes over S, f separated of finite type. Via Construction
1.11, the natural transformation [SGA7II, XIII (2.1.7.3)]

(3.2) R(fs ×̄s idS)!RΨs
X → RΨs

Y Rf!

corresponds to a natural transformation

(3.3) RΨs
XRf ! → R(fs ×̄s idS)!RΨs

Y .

See (4.8) and (4.9) for generalizations.
We fix KS ∈ Db

c(S, Λ), not necessarily dualizing. For a : X → S separated of finite type, we define
KX := Ra!KS and KXs×̄sS := R(fs ×̄s idS)!KS . Applying (3.3) to KS , we get RΨsKX → KXs×̄sS .
Composing with (3.1), we get a natural transformation

(3.4) RΨsDX → DXs×̄sSRΨs.

Theorem 3.1. The canonical map RΨsDXL → DXs×̄sSRΨsL (3.4) is an isomorphism for L ∈
D−c (X, Λ).

This confirms a prediction of Deligne [D2]. Since j∗RΨs ≃ RΨs
ηj∗0 , where j0 : Xη → X and

j : Xs ×̄s η → Xs ×̄s S are the inclusions, the theorem extends Gabber’s theorem on duality for RΨs
η.

Corollary 3.2 (Gabber). The canonical map RΨs
ηDXη L → DXs×̄sηRΨs

ηL is an isomorphism for

L ∈ D−c (Xη , Λ). Here KXs×̄sη := R(fs ×̄s idη)!Kη.

Remark 3.3. In [I1, Théorème 4.2], Corollary 3.2 is proved for Kη = Λη and L ∈ Dcft(Xη, Λ). The
case Kη = Λη and L ∈ D−c (Xη , Λ) follows. Indeed, since RΨs

η has cohomological amplitude contained
in [0, dim(Xs)], DXη has cohomological amplitude ≥ −2 dim(Xη), and DXs×̄sη has cohomological
amplitude ≥ −2 dim(Xs), we may assume L ∈ Shvc. We then reduce to the case L = j!Λ for j étale
of finite type. In this case L ∈ Dcft(Xη, Λ).

Combining Theorem 3.1 with Theorem 2.20, we obtain duality for Φs = LCo ◦ RΨs (Corollary
0.2), which is (at least for S strictly local) a theorem of Beilinson [B1, 2.3]. Theorem 3.1 thus encodes
duality for both nearby cycles and vanishing cycles and provides a new proof of Beilinson’s theorem.

In the rest of this section, we show that Theorem 3.1 follows from our results over general bases.
The case where S is excellent of Theorem 3.1 (and Corollary 3.2) follows from Theorem 5.1 by Example
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4.26 (2), which extends to the unbounded derived category since RΨ has finite cohomological dimension
in our case. The general case of Corollary 3.2 follows from the excellent case by Lemma 1.29 (b) and
the universal local acyclicity of η̂ → η, because RΨs

η commutes with the base change Ŝ → S. Here Ŝ

denotes the completion of S at s and η̂ denotes the generic point of Ŝ. We will deduce Theorem 3.1
from Corollary 3.2, after some preliminaries on the vanishing topos X

←
×S S.

Let X be a scheme over S. The topos X
←
×S S is glued from the pieces Xs, Xs ×̄s η, and Xη.

Consider the diagram of topoi

(3.5) Xη
Ψη //

j0

��

⇔

X
←
×S η

←−
j
��

⇔

Xs ×̄s η

j

��

←−
i ηoo

X
Ψ // X

←
×S S

⇔

Xs ×̄s S
←−
ioo

Xs.

i0

cc●●
●●●●●●

●● i

99sssssssssss

Here Ψη,
←−
j , j0, j are open embeddings, and i,

←−
i ,
←−
i η, i0 are closed embeddings. We have Ψs =

←−
i ∗Ψ∗

and Ψs
η =
←−
i ∗ηΨη∗ (denoted respectively by Ψ and Ψη in [SGA7II, XIII 1.3]).

Lemma 3.4. We have

RΨsi0∗
∼
−→ i∗,(3.6)

RΨsj0!
∼
←− j!RΨs

η,(3.7)

RΨsRj0∗
∼
−→ Rj∗RΨs

η.(3.8)

Here the functors are between unbounded derived categories.

Proof. This follows from

RΨi0∗ ≃ (
←−
i i)∗, RΨj0!

∼
←−
←−
j !RΨη, RΨRj0∗ ≃ R

←−
j ∗RΨη,(3.9)

←−
i ∗
←−
i ∗

∼
−→ id,

←−
i ∗
←−
j !

∼
←− j!

←−
i ∗η,

←−
i ∗R
←−
j ∗

∼
−→ Rj∗

←−
i ∗η.(3.10)

To show that the middle arrow in (3.9) is an isomorphism, we apply the functors
←−
j ∗ and (

←−
i i)∗ and

use the fact that Ψ∗RΨ∗
∼
−→ id (Remark 4.3 below). All the other isomorphisms except the last one

of (3.10) are trivial. The last isomorphism of (3.10) follows from Corollary 1.2, but we give a direct
proof here. The last arrow of (3.10) being trivially an isomorphism on

←−
i η∗M , it remains to show

(3.11)
←−
i ∗R
←−
j ∗Ψη! = 0.

Let y → Xs be a geometric point. Note that

(3.12) (R
←−
j ∗L)y ≃ RΓ(X(y)

←
×S′ η

′, L(y)) ≃ RΓ(η′, Ly)

for L ∈ D+(X
←
×S η, Λ), where S′ = S(s) is the strict Henselization of S, η′ is the generic point of S′,

and L(y) and Ly are the restrictions of L to X(y)

←
×S′ η′ and y

←
×S′ η′ ≃ η′, respectively. Indeed,

if p : X(y)

←
×S′ η′ → η′ denotes the projection, then p∗ is isomorphic to the restriction by [ILO, XI

Corollaire 2.3.1]. It follows that
←−
j ∗ has cohomological dimension ≤ 1 and consequently (3.12) holds

for L unbounded. (3.11) follows.
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. For L = i0∗M , the map can be identified with the isomorphism

RΨsDX i0∗M ≃ RΨsi0∗DXsM
(3.6)
−−−→
∼

i∗DXsM ≃ DXs×̄sSi∗M
(3.6)
←−−−
∼

DXs×̄sSRΨsi0∗M.

For L = j0!N , the map can be identified with

RΨsDXj0!N ≃ RΨsRj0∗DXη N
(3.8)
−−−→
∼

Rj∗RΨs
ηDXη N

a
−→
∼

Rj∗DXs×̄sηRΨs
ηN

(1.7)
−−−→
∼

DXs×̄sSj!RΨs
ηN

(3.7)
−−−→
∼

DXs×̄sSRΨsj0!N,

where a is an isomorphism by Corollary 3.2.

Remark 3.5. Let X be a scheme over S. The map Ri!
0 → Ri!RΨs induced from (3.6) is an isomorphism.

Indeed, by the lemma, this holds on i0∗M and Rj0∗N . Thus, for L ∈ D(X, Λ), the distinguished
triangles (2.17) and (2.18) applied to RΨsL are

p∗Ls → RΨs(Lη) can
−−→ Φs(L)→ p∗Ls[1](3.13)

Φs(L) var
−−→ RΨs(Lη)(−1)τ → p∗Ri!

0L[2]→ Φs(L)[1].(3.14)

A special case of (3.14) was given in [I2, Théorème 3.3].
By Theorem 3.1 and Remark 2.21, when X is separated of finite type over S, (3.13) and (3.14) are

compatible with each other via duality.

Remark 3.6. There is no good duality on X
←
×S S unless X = Xη

∐

Xs as topological spaces or
Λ = 0. Indeed, by (3.11), we have (

←−
j Ψη)!

∼
−→ R

←−
j ∗Ψη!. Now if there are dualities that swap J!

and RJ∗ for the open immersions J =
←−
j and J = Ψη, then R(

←−
j Ψη)∗ ≃

←−
j !RΨη∗, which implies

i∗0Rj0∗ ≃ i∗0Ψ∗RΨ∗Rj0∗ ≃ (Ψi0)∗R(
←−
j Ψη)∗ = 0.

4 Sliced nearby cycles over general bases

In this section, we study the sliced nearby cycle functor over general bases and base change. The main
result is Theorem 4.32, the analogue of Orgogozo’s theorem for !-pullback. The proof of Theorem 0.3
will be completed in Section 5.

4.1 Definition

In this subsection we define the sliced nearby cycle functor and discuss some basic properties.
Let f : X → S be a morphism of schemes. For a point s → S with values in a field, we consider

the slice Xs

←
×S S of the vanishing topos, where Xs = X ×S s, and the morphisms of topoi

X
Ψf
−−→ X

←
×S S

i
←
×S idS←−−−− Xs

←
×S S.

Let Λ be a commutative ring. We define the sliced nearby cycle functor

RΨs = RΨs
f : D(X, Λ)→ D(Xs

←
×S S, Λ)

to be (i
←
×S idS)∗RΨf . The most essential case is when s is a point of S. However, we will also need

the case where s is a geometric point.
Note that RΨs

f is the right derived functor of Ψs
f = R0Ψs

f , with RΨs
f L computed by Ψs

f L′,

where L′ → L is a quasi-isomorphism with L′ homotopically injective. The functor (i
←
×S idS)∗ is

a symmetric monoidal functor, and RΨf is a right-lax symmetric monoidal functor (see for example
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[IZ, Construction 3.7]). The composite RΨs
f is a right-lax symmetric monoidal functor. By adjunction

(see for example [ILO, XVII Définition 12.2.3]), we get a morphism natural in L, K ∈ D(X, Λ)

(4.1) RΨs
f RHom(L, K)→ RHom(RΨs

f L, RΨs
f K).

We show that the slice is in fact a fiber product of topoi. Let S(s) be the Henselization of S at s
and let i : s0 → S(s) be the inclusion of the closed point (so that s0 is the spectrum of the separable
closure in s of the residue field of S at the image of s). The morphism of topoi iet admits a left adjoint
π : (S(s))et → (s0)et (Example 1.40).

Lemma 4.1. We have equivalences of topoi Xs ×̄s0 S(s) ≃ Xs
←
×S(s)

S(s)
∼
−→ Xs

←
×S S.

Proof. The first equivalence follows from Example 1.40. The second equivalence follows from [ILO, XI
Proposition 1.11].

In the sequel we will often identify the equivalent topoi in the lemma. For L ∈ D+(X, Λ), RΨs
fL

can be identified with RΨs
f(s)

(L|X(s)
), where f(s) : X(s) → S(s) is the base change of f .

Remark 4.2. Assume s is a geometric point and L ∈ D+(X, Λ). One can further restrict the sliced
nearby cycles RΨsL on Xs ×̄S(s) in two ways. (a) For any geometric point t→ S(s), the restriction of
RΨsL to the shred Xs ×̄ t (which is called “slice” in [O, Section 6] and [I3, Section 1.3]) is computed
by Orgogozo’s shredded nearby cycle functor

RΨs
t = (is)∗R(js

t )∗ : D+(X(t), Λ)→ D+(Xs, Λ).

Here is : Xs → X(s), js
t : X(t) → X(s). (b) For any geometric point x→ Xs, the restriction of RΨsL to

the local section x ×̄S(s) is computed by the localized pushforward Rf(x)∗(L|X(x)
) [I3, (1.12.6)], where

f(x) : X(x) → S(s) is the strict localization of f at x.

Remark 4.3. The morphism of topoi Ψf : X → X
←
×S S is an embedding. In other words the adjunction

map Ψ∗f Ψf∗ → id is an isomorphism. This follows from the identification of Ψ∗f with p1∗ [ILO, XI
Proposition 4.4] or the computation by shreds: Ψs

s = (is)∗.
It follows that the adjunction map Ψ∗f RΨf → id is an isomorphism. For L, K ∈ D(X, Λ), we have

an isomorphism
Af : RΨf RHom(L, K) ∼−→ RHom(RΨf L, RΨf K)

given by

Hom(Ψ∗f M ⊗L L, K) ∼−→ Hom(Ψ∗f (M ⊗L RΨf L), K) ≃ Hom(M ⊗L RΨf L, RΨf K)

for M ∈ D(X
←
×S S, Λ). The map (4.1) is the composite

RΨs
fRHom(L, K)

Af
−−→
∼

(i
←
×S idS)∗RHom(RΨf L, RΨf K)→ RHom(RΨs

f L, RΨs
f K).

Lemma 4.4. Let X
f
−→ T

g
−→ S be morphisms of schemes. For any geometric point t→ T , we have a

natural isomorphism

(4.2) R(Ψt
gf L)|Xt×̄S(t)

∼
−→ R(id ×̄ g(t))∗RΨt

fL

in L ∈ D+(X, Λ), where Xt = X ×T t, g(t) : T(t) → S(t) is the strict localization of g at t, and t in Ψt
gf

denotes the composition t→ T
g
−→ S.
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Consider the diagram of topoi

X
Ψf //

Ψgf

⇔

""❊
❊
❊❊

❊
❊❊

❊
❊

X
←
×T T

idX

←
×g��
⇔

Xt
←
×T T

i
←
×idToo

idXt

←
×g

��

X
←
×S S Xt

←
×S S.

i
←
×idSoo

Via Lemma 4.1, (4.2) is

(i
←
× idS)∗RΨgf ≃ (i

←
× idS)∗R(idX

←
× g)∗RΨf

∼
−→ R(idXt

←
× g)∗(i

←
× idT )∗RΨf ,

where the second isomorphism is trivial base change [I3, Lemma A.9].

4.2 Review of local acyclicity

Definition 4.5. Let f : X → S be a morphism of schemes and let L ∈ D(X, Λ).
(1) Following [D1, Th. finitude, Définition 2.12], we say that (f, L) is locally acyclic if the canonical

map αL : Lx → RΓ(X(x)t, L) is an isomorphism for every geometric point x → X and every
algebraic geometric point t→ S(x). Here X(x)t := X(x) ×S(x)

t denotes the Milnor fiber.
(2) Following [D1, Th. finitude, App., 2.9], we say that (f, L) is strongly locally acyclic if L⊗L M is

locally acyclic for every Λ-module M .
For (∗) denoting one of the above properties, we say that (f, L) is universally (∗) if (∗) holds after
every base change g : T → S.

Remark 4.6. Assume L ∈ D+. Then (f, L) is locally acyclic if and only if Φf L = 0 (namely, the
canonical map p∗1L → RΨf L is an isomorphism) and RΨf L commutes with locally quasi-finite base
change ([S1, Proposition 2.7], [I3, Example 1.7 (b)], see also [SGA4, XV Corollaire 1.17]).

The following extends [F, Proposition 7.6.2, Theorem 7.6.9 (i)⇔(iii)].

Lemma 4.7. Assume (f, L) locally acyclic and that either of the following conditions holds:
(1) The Milnor fibers X(x)t have finite cohomological dimension.
(2) L has tor-amplitude ≥ n for some integer n and every Λ-module of finite presentation can be

embedded into a free Λ-module.
Then (f, L) is strongly locally acyclic. Moreover, under condition (1), for any N ∈ D(X, Λ) of locally
constant cohomology sheaves, (f, L⊗L N) is locally acyclic.

Condition (1) is satisfied if Λ is torsion and f is locally of finite type, by limit arguments [F,
Corollary 7.5.7].

Proof. Note that αL⊗LM is the composition

Lx ⊗
L M

αL⊗
LM

−−−−−→ RΓ(X(x)t, L)⊗L M
β
−→ RΓ(X(x)t, L⊗L M).

In case (1), the projection formula map β is an isomorphism [I3, Lemma A.8]. The same formula
implies the last statement of the lemma, as N |X(x)

≃ π∗Nx, where π : (X(x))et → pt. In case (2), we
show by induction on m that Cone(αL⊗LM ) ∈ D≥m. This is trivial for m = n − 1. For the general
case, we may assume M of finite presentation. Choose a short exact sequence 0→M → F →M ′ → 0
with F free. Since αL⊗LF is an isomorphism, Cone(αL⊗LM ) ≃ Cone(αL⊗LM ′)[−1] and it suffices to
apply the induction hypothesis to M ′.
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4.3 Functoriality in X

In the sequel we will often omit the notation R for right derived functors.
In this subsection, we study the functoriality of the sliced nearby cycle functor in X by giving

analogues of the natural transformations [SGA7II, XIII (2.1.7.1)–(2.1.7.4)] over general bases. These
will be used many times in the sequel, including in the definition of the map (5.1) in Theorem 0.3.

Let X
f
−→ Y

b
−→ S be morphisms of schemes. Consider the diagram of topoi

(4.3) X
Ψbf//

f

��
⇔

X
←
×S S

f
←
×S idS��

⇔

Xs
←
×S S

iXoo

fs

←
×S idS��

Y
Ψb // Y

←
×S S Ys

←
×S S,

iYoo

where the square on the left is Cartesian. The base change maps

(f
←
× idS)∗Ψb → Ψbf f∗,(4.4)

i∗Y (f
←
× idS)∗ → (fs

←
× idS)∗i∗X(4.5)

induce

(fs ×̄s0 idS(s)
)∗Ψs

b → Ψs
bf f∗,(4.6)

Ψs
bf∗ → (fs ×̄s0 idS(s)

)∗Ψs
bf .(4.7)

Remark 4.8.
(1) If f is étale, or if Λ is torsion and f is locally acyclic locally of finite type, then (4.4) and (4.6)

are isomorphisms, by [I3, Remark 1.20] (which extends to the unbounded derived category by
the finiteness of the cohomological dimension of Ψ [O, Proposition 3.1]).

(2) If f is integral, or if Λ is torsion and f is proper, then (4.5) and (4.7) are isomorphisms by
Proposition 1.6 and Remark 1.7.

Assume Λ of torsion. Assume X and Y coherent and f separated and of finite type. We will define
maps

(fs ×̄s0 idS(s)
)!Ψs

bf → Ψs
bf!,(4.8)

Ψs
bf f ! → (fs ×̄s0 idS(s)

)!Ψs
b,(4.9)

adjoint to each other via Construction 1.11. The precise definitions will be given in (4.15) and (4.16).
For f proper, (4.8) is the inverse of (4.7). For f an open immersion, (4.9) is the inverse of (4.6).
For general f , we take a compactification of f . The task of checking that the construction does not
depend on the choice of the compactification can be conveniently divided into two with the help of
oriented !-pushforward and !-pullback functors, that we will now discuss.

Construction 4.9. We construct, for morphisms of schemes X
f
−→ Y

b
−→ S with X and Y coherent

and f separated of finite type, a functor

R(f
←
×S idS)! : D(X

←
×S S, Λ)→ D(Y

←
×S S, Λ),

isomorphic to R(f
←
×S idS)∗ for f proper and left adjoint to (f

←
×S idS)∗ for f an open immersion,

and compatible with composition. For this, we apply Construction 1.8 to fet and to the diagram
Yet

bet−→ Set
p1
←− S

←
×S S. By [ILO, XI Lemme 2.5], p1 is a locally coherent morphism of locally coherent

topoi. Moreover, the source and target are of the desired form by [ILO, XI Proposition 4.2] (cf. Remark
1.7 (3)).
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Consider a Cartesian square

X ′
h′ //

f ′

��

X

f
��

Y ′
h // Y

of coherent schemes over S with f separated of finite type. We apply Constructions 1.8 (1), (2) (to

g = Ψ: Set → S
←
×S S), (3), and obtain isomorphisms

(h
←
×S idS)∗R(f

←
×S idS)! ≃ R(f ′

←
×S idS)!(h′

←
×S idS)∗,(4.10)

Ψ∗bR(f
←
×S idS)! ≃ Rf!Ψ∗bf ,(4.11)

R(f
←
×S idS)!L⊗

L M ≃ R(f
←
×S idS)!(L⊗L (f

←
×S idS)∗M)(4.12)

for L ∈ D(X
←
×S S, Λ) and M ∈ D(Y

←
×S S, Λ).

Next we apply Construction 1.9. The functor R(f
←
×S idS)! has cohomological dimension ≤ 2d,

where d = maxy∈Y dim(Xy), and admits a right adjoint

R(f
←
×S idS)! : D(Y

←
×S S, Λ)→ D(X

←
×S S, Λ).

For mΛ = 0 with m invertible on Y and f flat with fibers of dimension ≤ d, we have a trace map
(1.4)

tr
f
←
×S idS

: (f
←
×S idS)∗(d)[2d] → R(f

←
×S idS)!.

Consider

α′ : (f
←
×S idS)!Ψbf → Ψbf!, α : Ψbf f ! ∼−→ (f

←
×S idS)!Ψb,(4.13)

β′ : (fs

←
×S idS)!i

∗
X
∼
−→ i∗Y (f

←
×S idS)!, β : i∗X(f

←
×S idS)! → (fs

←
×S idS)!i∗Y ,(4.14)

where the two maps in each line are adjoint to each other via Construction 1.11, α is right adjoint to
(4.11) and β′ is the inverse of (4.10). The map (4.8) is the composite

(4.15) (fs

←
×S idS)!i

∗
XΨbf

β′Ψbf
−−−→
∼

i∗Y (f
←
×S idS)!Ψbf

i∗
Y

α′

−−−→ i∗Y Ψbf!,

and (4.9) is the composite

(4.16) i∗XΨbf f ! i∗
X

α
−−→
∼

i∗X(f
←
×S idS)!Ψb

βΨb−−→ (fs

←
×S idS)!i∗Y Ψb.

For f proper, α′ is the obvious isomorphism.

Lemma 4.10. Assume mΛ = 0 with m invertible on Y and f flat with fibers of dimension ≤ d. Then
the following square commutes

(4.17) (fs ×̄s0 id)∗Ψs
b(d)[2d]

trfs×̄s0
id

��

(4.6) // Ψs
bf f∗(d)[2d]

trf

��
(fs ×̄s0 id)!Ψs

b Ψs
bf f !.

(4.9)oo

If, moreover, f is smooth of dimension d, then (4.9) is an isomorphism.
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Proof. The square (4.17) decomposes into

(fs
←
×S id)∗i∗Y Ψb(d)[2d]

tr
fs
←
×S id

��

∼
i∗X(f

←
×S id)∗Ψb(d)[2d]

tr
f
←
×S id

��

(4.4) // i∗XΨbf f∗(d)[2d]

trf

��
(fs

←
×S id)!i∗Y Ψb i∗X(f

←
×S id)!Ψb

βΨboo i∗XΨbf f !.
i∗X α

∼
oo

The inner cells commute by construction. For f smooth of dimension d, (4.9) is an isomorphism,
because the other three sides of the square (4.17) are isomorphisms by Proposition 1.23 and Remark
4.8 (1).

Remark 4.11. One can show that if mΛ = 0 with m invertible on Y , f is smooth of dimension d,
S is Noetherian and either S is excellent or b is of finite type, then tr

f
←
×S idS

: (f
←
×S idS)∗(d)[2d] →

R(f
←
×S idS)! is an isomorphism. In this case, β is an isomorphism.

4.4 Base change and sliced !-base change

Theorem 0.3 states that the sliced nearby cycle functor commutes with duality after pullback by a
modification of the base, and remains so after further pullback. As duality swaps pullback and !-
pullback, in order to prove Theorem 0.3 we need to consider the commutation of the sliced nearby
cycle functor with both pullback and !-pullback. In this subsection, we study such commutation.

Consider a Cartesian square

(4.18) XT
gX //

fT

��

X

f
��

T
g // S.

of schemes. Let t→ T be a geometric point and let Xt = X ×S t. Consider the diagram of topoi

(4.19) XT

ΨfT//

gX

��
⇔

XT

←
×T T

gX

←
×gg

��
⇔

Xt

←
×T T

idXt

←
×gg

��

iT,too

X
Ψf // X

←
×S S Xt

←
×S S.

ioo

Let Λ be a commutative ring. The base change maps

BCf,g : (gX
←
×g g)∗Ψf → ΨfT

g∗X ,(4.20)

i∗(gX
←
×g g)∗ → (idXt

←
×g g)∗i∗T,t(4.21)

induce

BCt
f,g : (id ×̄ g(t))

∗Ψt
f → Ψt

fT
g∗X ,(4.22)

Ψt
f gX∗ → (id ×̄ g(t))∗Ψ

t
fT

(4.23)

Here t in Ψt
f denotes the composition t→ T

g
−→ S.

For L ∈ D(X, Λ), we say that Ψf L commutes with base change by g if BCf,g(L) is an isomorphism.
Note that this holds if and only if BCt

f,g(L) is an isomorphism for all geometric points t of T . For g
étale, BCf,g(L) is an isomorphism for all f and L. For cases where BCf,g(L) is an isomorphism for all
g, see Section 4.5.
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Lemma 4.12. Consider a diagram of schemes with Cartesian squares

X ′
f ′ //

rX

��

Y ′
b′ //

rY

��

S′

r
��

X
f // Y

b // S.

Let α : (rX
←
×r r)∗(idX

←
×b b)∗ → (idX′

←
×b′ b

′)∗(rX
←
×rY

rY )∗ be the base change map. Then the diagrams
of base change maps

(4.24) (rX

←
×r r)∗(idX

←
×b b)∗Ψf

αΨf//

≃

(idX′
←
×b′ b

′)∗(rX

←
×rY

rY )∗Ψf
(idX′

←
×b′b

′)∗BCf,rY

// (idX′
←
×b′ b

′)∗Ψf ′r
∗
X

≃

(rX

←
×r r)∗Ψbf

BCbf,r // Ψb′f ′r
∗
X

(4.25) (frX
←
×r r)∗Ψb

(f ′
←
×S′ idS′)

∗BCb,r//

(4.4)
��

(f ′
←
×S′ idS′)∗Ψb′r

∗
Y

(4.4)

��
(rX

←
×r r)∗Ψbf f∗

BCbf,rf∗
// Ψb′f ′(frX)∗

commute. For every geometric point s′ → S′, the diagram

(4.26) (id ×̄ r(s′))∗Ψs′
b f∗

(4.7)//

BCs′

b,rf∗
��

(id ×̄ r(s′))∗(fs′ ×̄ id)∗Ψs′
bf

// (fs′ ×̄ id)∗(id ×̄ r(s′))∗Ψs′
bf

(fs′ ×̄id)∗BCs′

bf,r
��

Ψs′
b′r
∗
Xf∗ // Ψs′

b′f
′
∗r
∗
Y

(4.7) // (fs′ ×̄ id)∗Ψs′
b′f ′r

∗
Y

commutes. Moreover,
(1) Assume b finite. Then the map α is an isomorphism. In particular, Ψbf L commutes with base

change by r if and only if Ψf L commutes with base change by rY .
(2) Assume f and f ′ are locally acyclic locally of finite type and Λ of torsion. Then the vertical

arrows of (4.25) are isomorphisms. In particular, if ΨbM commutes with base change by r, then
Ψbf (f∗M) commutes with base change by r.

(3) Assume either f integral or Λ of torsion and f proper. Then the horizontal arrows of (4.26) are
isomorphisms. In particular, if Ψbf L commutes with base change by r, then Ψb(f∗L) commutes
with base change by r.

(4) Assume f finite. Then Ψbf L commutes with base change by r if and only if Ψb(f∗L) commutes
with base change by r.

Proof. The commutativity of the squares follows from the definition. Then (2) follows from Remark
4.8 (1). Moreover, (3) follows from Remark 4.8 (2), integral base change, and proper base change, and
(4) follows from (3) and the fact that (fs′ ×̄ id)∗ is conservative. For (1), note that by [I3, Proposition

1.13], for L ∈ D+(X
←
×Y Y, Λ) and every geometric point x′ → X ′, the restriction of α(L) to x′

←
×S′ S

′

is the base change map r∗(s′)b(y)∗(L|
x
←
×Y Y

) → b′(y′)∗(rY )∗(y′)(L|x
←
×Y Y

) associated to the commutative

square of strict localizations

Y ′(y′)

b′
(y′) //

(rY )(y′)

��

S′(s′)

r(s′)

��
Y(y)

b(y) // S(s),
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where the geometric points are images of x′. For b finite, the square is Cartesian and the functors are
exact, so that α is an isomorphism for L ∈ D(X

←
×Y Y, Λ). Moreover, in this case, the functors b′(y′)∗

are conservative, so that (idX′
←
×b′ b

′)∗ is conservative.

We will construct an analogue of BCt
f,g for !-pullback. We start by the finite case.

Lemma 4.13. Assume g finite. Let s→ S be a geometric point. Then (4.23) induces an isomorphism

(4.27) Ψs
f gX∗

∼
−→

∏

t

(id ×̄ g(t))∗Ψ
t
fT

,

where t runs through points of T ×S s. Moreover, for each t, the map

(4.28) Ψt
fT

g!
X → (id ×̄ g(t))

!Ψs
f

adjoint via Construction 1.11 to the map (id ×̄ g(t))∗Ψt
fT
→ Ψs

f gX∗ induced by the inverse of (4.27) is

an isomorphism on D+ if g is of finite presentation.

Proof. By [O, Lemme 9.1], the morphisms gX
←
×g idT : XT

←
×T T → X

←
×S T and

∐

t Xt
←
×T T → Xs

←
×S T

are equivalences. Thus (4.19) is deduced from the diagram

XT

ΨfT //

gX

��
⇔

X
←
×S T

idX

←
×Sg��
⇔

Xs
←
×S T

idXs

←
×Sg

��

iToo

X
Ψf // X

←
×S S Xs

←
×S S.

ioo

The map (4.27) is the composite

i∗Ψf gX∗
i∗α
−−→
∼

i∗(idX
←
×S g)∗ΨfT

βΨfT−−−→
∼

(idXs

←
×S g)∗i∗T ΨfT

,

where α : Ψf gX∗
∼
−→ (idX

←
×S g)∗ΨfT

, and β : i∗(idX

←
×S g)∗ → (idXs

←
×S g)∗i∗T is the base change map.

By Proposition 1.1 and Corollary 1.2, the functors in β are exact and β is an isomorphism.
Note that S(s) ×S T is the disjoint union of T(t), and for each t and each geometric point x→ Xs,

the square

(XT )(x,t)

(gX )(x,t) //

(fT )(x,t)

��

X(x)

f(x)

��
T(t)

g(t) // S(s)

is Cartesian. By Remark 4.2, on D+, the restriction of (4.27) to x ×̄ S(s) can be identified with
∏

t

of f(x)∗(gX)(x,t)∗ ≃ g(t)∗(fT )(x,t)∗. Moreover, for g of finite presentation, on D+, the restriction of
(4.28) to x ×̄S(s) can be identified with the isomorphism (fT )(x,t)∗(gX)!

(x,t)
∼
−→ g!

(t)f(x)∗ of Lemma 1.30,
adjoint to finite base change.

Remark 4.14. Assume g finite. By Lemma 1.10, (idX

←
×S g)∗ admits a right adjoint R(idX

←
×S g)!. The

map (4.28) is the restriction of the composite

i∗T ΨfT
g!

X

i∗
T

α′

−−−→
∼

i∗T (idX

←
×S g)!Ψf

β′Ψf
−−−→ (idXs

←
×S g)!i∗Ψf ,

where α′ : ΨfT
g!

X
∼
−→ (idX

←
×S g)!Ψf and β′ : i∗T (idX

←
×S g)! → (idXs

←
×S g)!i∗ are adjoint to α−1 and β−1,

respectively, via Construction 1.11. Note that α′ is right adjoint to the base change map Ψ∗f (idX

←
×S

g)∗ → gX∗Ψ∗fT
, which is an isomorphism by Proposition 1.1. If g is a closed immersion of finite

presentation, then β′ is an isomorphism on D+ by Corollary 1.2 applied to the complement of g.
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Next we construct (id × g(t))! in the case where g is not necessarily finite. Assume mΛ = 0 for m
invertible on S.

Construction 4.15. Let X be a coherent topos. Consider the following subcategory C of the category
of schemes. The objects are strictly local schemes (namely, spectra of strictly Henselian rings). A
morphism f : T → S belongs to C if it is the strict localization of a morphism of schemes f0 : T0 → S0

of finite presentation at a geometric point of T0. We define for such f a functor

(id ×̄ f)! : D+(X ×̄ S, Λ)→ D+(X ×̄ T, Λ),

isomorphic to (id ×̄ f)∗(d)[2d] for f a strict localization of a smooth morphism of dimension d, and
right adjoint to (id× f)∗ for f finite, and compatible with composition. Note that each f in C admits
a decomposition f = f2f1 in C, with f1 a closed immersion and f2 a strict localization of a smooth
morphism.

We apply Ayoub’s gluing formalism [A, Théorème 1.3.1] (see [Z2, Theorem 1.1] for a common
generalization of this and Deligne’s gluing formalism used earlier) to the category CF/ of objects of
C under a fixed object F . This category has the advantage of admitting fiber products, the fiber
product of T and S′ over S being the strict localization of T ×S S′ at the image of the closed point
of F . The construction of (id ×̄ f)! does not depend on the choice of F → T . Alternatively we may
apply [Z2, Theorem 5.9] directly to C.

Given a commutative square hg = fi in C with h, i finite, f (resp. g) a strict localization of a
smooth morphism of dimension d (resp. e), we need to construct an isomorphism

(4.29) (id ×̄ g)!(id ×̄ h)! ≃ (id ×̄ i)!(id ×̄ f)!

We decompose the square into a commutative diagram in C with Cartesian inner square

R

g ��❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅

i

''
k

//❴❴❴ T ′
h′

//❴❴❴

f ′

��✤
✤

✤
T

f
��

S′
h // S.

For the inner square, the map

(4.30) (id ×̄ f ′)!(id ×̄ h)! → (id ×̄ h′)!(id ×̄ f)!

adjoint to the inverse of the base change isomorphism (id ×̄ f)∗(id ×̄ h)∗ ≃ (id ×̄ h′)∗(id ×̄ f ′)∗ via
Construction 1.11 is an isomorphism. Indeed, if f = pf0 with f0 smooth and p a strict localization,
the analogous assertion for f0 is clear and the one for p follows from Proposition 1.24 and Lemma
1.30. Note that k is a local complete intersection of virtual relative dimension e− d. The cycle class
map Λ→ k!Λ(d− e)[2(d − e)] of k [ILO, XVI Définition 2.5.11] induces

(4.31) (id ×̄ g)! → (id ×̄ k)!(id ×̄ f ′)!,

which is an isomorphism. Indeed, k is the strict localization of a finite morphism R0 → T ′0, with R0

and T ′0 affine and smooth over S′ of relative dimension e and d, respectively. Combining (4.30) and
(4.31), we get (4.29).

Remark 4.16. For f : T → S as above and g : X → Y a morphism of coherent topos, we have an
isomorphism

(g ×̄ id)∗(id ×̄ f)! ≃ (id ×̄ f)!(g ×̄ id)∗

by Proposition 1.24.
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Remark 4.17. Let g : T → S be a separated morphism of finite presentation of coherent schemes. Let
t→ T be a geometric point. Consider the commutative square

T(t)

g(t) //

j

��

S(t)

k
��

T
g // S.

Note that g(t) is a morphism of C. We have an isomorphism

(id ×̄ j)∗(id ×̄ g)! ∼−→ (id ×̄ g(t))
!(id ×̄ k)∗.

Indeed, we may assume that g admits a factorization T
i
−→ R

p
−→ S with p smooth and i a closed

immersion. The assertion for p is trivial and the assertion for i follows from Proposition 1.24 and
Lemma 1.30 (or from limit arguments applied to the complement of i).

Construction 4.18. We construct, for each morphism f : T → S of C and L ∈ D−(X ×̄ S, Λ),
M ∈ D+(X ×̄ S, Λ), a map

(4.32) (id ×̄ f)!RHom(L, M)→ RHom((id ×̄ f)∗L, (id ×̄ f)!M).

For f a strict localization of a smooth morphism, we take the restriction map. For f finite, we take
(1.6). In general we take a decomposition. One checks that the resulting map does not depend on
choices and is compatible with composition.

Lemma 4.19. Let X be a coherent scheme and let f : T → S be a morphism of C. For L ∈ D−c (X ×̄
S, Λ), M ∈ D+(X ×̄ S, Λ), (4.32) is an isomorphism.

Proof. We decompose f as gj, with g separated of finite presentation and j a strict localization. By
Remark 4.17, we have (id ×̄ f)! ≃ (id ×̄ j)∗(id ×̄ g)!. The lemma follows from Lemma 1.29 applied to
j and (1.6) applied to g.

Construction 4.20. Consider a Cartesian square (4.18) of coherent schemes with g separated of
finite presentation. Let t be a geometric point of T . We construct the sliced !-base change map

(4.33) BC!t
f,g : (id ×̄ g(t))

!Ψt
f → Ψt

fT
g!

X

as follows. For g smooth, we take the map induced by BCt
f,g (4.22). For g a finite morphism, we take

the inverse of (4.28), which is an isomorphism. In general, the restriction of g to an open subscheme

U ⊆ T containing t can be decomposed into U
g′
−→ S′

g′′
−→ S with g′ finite (one may even take g′ to be

a closed immersion) and g′′ smooth. We take the composition

(id ×̄ g′(t))
!(id ×̄ g′′(t))

!Ψt
f

BC!t
f,g′′

−−−−→ (id ×̄ f ′(t))
!Ψt

fS
g′′!X

BC!t
f

S′
,g

−−−−−→ Ψt
fU

g′!Xg′′!X .

One checks by restricting to local sections that the resulting base change map does not depend on
choices and is compatible with composition. (4.33) is an isomorphism for g quasi-finite by Zariski’s
main theorem.

Remark 4.21. Assume that g is smooth or a closed immersion. With the notation of (4.19), BC!t
f,g is

the composite

(idXt ×̄ g(t))
!i∗Ψf

γΨf
−−→
∼

i∗T,t(gX
←
×g g)!Ψf

i∗
T,t

BC!
f,g

−−−−−−→ i∗T,tΨfT
g!

X ,

where γ : (idXt ×̄g(t))!i∗
∼
−→ i∗T,t(gX

←
×g g)! and BC!

f,g : (gX

←
×g g)!Ψf → ΨfT

g!
X . For g a closed immersion,

these maps are given by β′−1 and α′−1, where α′ and β′ are as in Remark 4.14. For g smooth of
dimension d, we define (gX

←
×g g)! := (gX

←
×g g)∗(d)[2d], γ is the obvious isomorphism, and BC!

f,g is
induced by BCf,g.

It would be nice to extend this interpretation of BC!t
f,g to more general g.
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In the setting of Construction 4.20, for L ∈ D+(X, Λ), we say that Ψf L commutes with sliced
!-base change by g if BC!t

f,g is an isomorphism for all geometric points t of T . We say that Ψf L
commutes with sliced !-base change if it commutes with sliced !-base change by g for all g separated
and of finite presentation. The following lemma is immediate from the construction of BC!t

f,g.

Lemma 4.22. Ψf L commutes with smooth base change if and only if Ψf L commutes with sliced !-base
change.

Lemma 4.23.
(1) If Ψf L commutes with smooth base change, then for every g : T → S separated of finite presen-

tation, ΨfT
g!

XL commutes with smooth base change.
(2) If for some g finite surjective of finite presentation, ΨfT

g!
XL commutes with smooth base change,

then Ψf L commutes with smooth base change.

Part (2) is a dual version of [O, Lemme 3.3].

Proof. By Lemma 4.22, we may replace smooth base change by sliced !-base change. Then (1) follows
from the compatibility of the sliced !-base change map with composition. For (2), let h : S′ → S be a
separated morphism of finite presentation and form the Cartesian square

T ′
g′ //

hT

��

S′

h
��

T
g // S.

By the compatibility of the sliced !-base change map with composition, for every geometric point
t′ → T ′, we have

(BC!t′

fS′ ,g
′h!

X)((id ×̄ g′(t′))
!BC!s′

f,h) = (BC!t′

fT ,hT
g!

X)((id ×̄ (hT )(t′))
!BC!t

f,g),

where s′ → S′ and t → T denote the images of t′ → T ′. Since BC!t′
fS′ ,g

′ , BC!t
f,g, BC!t′

fT ,hT
(g!

XL) are
isomorphisms, and the family of functors (id ×̄ g′(t′))

!, t′ above a fixed s′, is conservative by Lemma

4.24 (1) below, BC!s′
f,hL is an isomorphism.

Lemma 4.24. Let X be a locally coherent topos and g : T → S a separated surjective morphism of
finite presentation of schemes. Let Λ be a commutative ring. Assume either g quasi-finite or Λ of
torsion.

(1) For any L ∈ D(X ×̄S, Λ), (idX ×̄g)!L ∈ D≥a implies L ∈ D≥a. In particular, (idX ×̄g)! : D(X ×̄
S, Λ)→ D(X ×̄ T, Λ) is conservative.

(2) Assume moreover that g is proper and mΛ = 0 for m invertible on S. Then for every geometric
point s→ S, the family of functors (idX ×̄g(t))! : D(X ×̄S(s), Λ)→ D(X ×̄T(t), Λ) is conservative.
Here t runs through geometric points of T above s→ S.

Proof. For (1), let S′ ⊆ S be the smallest closed subset such that τ≤a−1L is supported on X ×̄ S′.
Assume S′ nonempty. By [EGAIV, Proposition 17.16.4], the base change of g to S′ admits generically
a quasi-section: there exist a nonempty open subscheme U ⊆ S′ and a commutative diagram

(4.34) T ′
h //

g′

��

T ×S S′
iT //

��

T

g

��
U �

� j // S′ �
� i // S,

where g′ is finite surjective of finite presentation. Let L′ = L|X×̄U . Since iT h is quasi-finite, we have
(idX ×̄ g′)!L′ ≃ (idX ×̄ iT h)!(idX ×̄ g)!L ∈ D≥a, so that

RHom((idX ×̄ g′)∗Λ, L′) ≃ (idX ×̄ g′)∗(idX ×̄ g′)!L′ ∈ D≥a.
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Moreover, (idX ×̄ g′)∗Λ ≃ p∗2g′∗Λ, where p2 : X ×̄ S′ → S′ is the projection. The stalks of g′∗Λ are
nonzero finite free Λ-modules. Up to shrinking U , we may assume that g′∗Λ is locally constant. It
follows that L|X×̄U ∈ D≥a, contradicting the minimality of S′. Therefore, S′ is empty and L ∈ D≥a.

For (2), we may assume that S is strictly local of closed point s. Then, by Remark 4.17, (id×̄g(t))! =
(id ×̄ jt)∗(id ×̄ g)!, where jt : T(t) → T is the strict localization. It suffices to show that the family (jt)
is surjective. Let y ∈ T be a point. Since g is a closed map, y specializes to a point z ∈ g−1(s). Let
t→ T be a geometric point above z. Since jt is flat, hence generizing by [EGAIV, Proposition 2.3.4],
y belongs to the image of jt.

Remark 4.25. If S is Noetherian finite-dimensional, Constructions 4.15 and 4.20 extend to the un-
bounded derived categories, as the functors have finite cohomological dimensions [ILO, XVIIIA Corol-
lary 1.4].

4.5 Ψ-goodness and weak Ψ-goodness

Let f : X → S be a morphism of schemes and let L ∈ D(X, Λ). Following [I3, Appendix] we say that
(f, L) is Ψ-good if Ψf L commutes with base change. Examples (3) through (5) below are not needed
in this paper.

Example 4.26.
(1) For L ∈ D+(X, Λ), (f, L) is universally locally acyclic if and only if (f, L) is Ψ-good and

RΦfL = 0 (Remark 4.6).
(2) Assume mΛ = 0 for some m invertible on S. Assume that S has only finitely many irreducible

components and for every modification r : S′ → S, there exists a finite surjective morphism
T → S that factors through r. Then all pairs (f, L) with L ∈ D+(X, Λ) are Ψ-good. In
particular, if (f, L) is locally acyclic, then (f, L) is universally locally acyclic (compare with
Corollary 6.6).
The condition on S holds if (a) S is the spectrum of a valuation ring, or (b) S is Noetherian of
dimension ≤ 1. In case (a), r admits a section by valuative criterion. In case (b), r is quasi-finite
by dimension formula [EGAIV, (5.6.5.1)], hence finite.
To show the Ψ-goodness, we reduce by standard limit arguments to the case f of finite presenta-
tion, Λ = Z/mZ, and L ∈ Shvc. We conclude by Orgogozo’s theorem (Theorem 4.27 (1) below),
the assumption on S, and [O, Lemme 3.3].

(3) Assume f of finite type and Λ of torsion. Assume that there exists an open immersion j : U → X
with complement Y = X−U quasi-finite over S such that (fj, L|U ) is Ψ-good. Then (f, L) is Ψ-
good. This extends [O, Proposition 6.1] and the proof is similar. Let us show more generally that
BCt

f,g(L)|y×̄T(t)
is an isomorphism for every isolated point y of Yt (without assuming Y quasi-

finite over S). For this, we may assume f proper. By Lemma 4.12 (3), R(ft ×̄ id)∗BCt
f,g(L) is

an isomorphism. It then suffices to note that the cone of BCt
f,g(L) is supported on Yt ×̄ T(t) by

assumption.
(4) Assume Λ of torsion. Let fi : Xi → S, i = 1, 2 be morphisms locally of finite type. Then for

(fi, Li) Ψ-good with Li ∈ D−(Xi, Λ), (f1 ×S f2, L1 ⊠
L L2) is Ψ-good by the Künneth formula

for RΨ [I3, Theorem A.3].
(5) Assume Λ of torsion and f locally of finite type. Then for (f, L) Ψ-good with L ∈ D−(X, Λ),

(f, L⊗L f∗M) is Ψ-good for all M ∈ D(S, Λ). This follows from the projection formula for RΨ
[I3, Proposition A.6].

Let us recall the following form of Orgogozo’s theorem [O].

Theorem 4.27 (Orgogozo). Assume S has only finitely many irreducible components. Assume f of
finite presentation, and Λ Noetherian such that mΛ = 0 for some m invertible on S.

(1) For L ∈ Db
c(X, Λ), there exists a modification g : T → S such that (fT , g∗XL) is Ψ-good.

(2) For L ∈ Dc(X, Λ), if (f, L) is Ψ-good, then RΨf L ∈ Dc(X
←
×S S, Λ).
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A sheaf of Λ-modules F on X
←
×S S is said to be constructible if every stalk is finitely generated

and there exist finite partitions X =
⋃

i Xi, S =
⋃

j Sj into disjoint constructible locally closed subsets

such that the restriction of F to each Xi

←
×S Sj is locally constant.

Proof. The results of [O] are stated only for the case Λ = Z/mZ, but as remarked in [I3, Theorem
1.6.1], the proofs can be easily adapted to the case of general Λ as above. Indeed, in the last paragraph
of [O, Section 4.4], we reduce to the case where F is constant instead of F = Λ, and at the end of the
proofs [O, Sections 5.1, 10.2, 10.3] we work with constant constructible sheaves instead of Λ.

(1) is [O, Théorème 2.1] (for general Λ). For (2), by [O, Lemme 10.5], it suffices to show that for
each i, there exists a proper surjective morphism T → S such that (RiΨf L)|

XT

←
×T T

is constructible.

For (f, L) Ψ-good, we have (RiΨf L)|
XT

←
×T T

≃ RiΨfT
(L|XT

). By [O, Proposition 3.1], there exists a

truncation L′ ∈ Db
c(X, Λ) of L such that RiΨfT

(L′|XT
) ≃ RiΨfT

(L|XT
) for all T → S. Then it suffices

to apply [O, Théorème 8.1] to L′.

Remark 4.28. It follows from Theorem 4.27 (1) that for L ∈ Db
c(X, Λ), if RΨf L commutes with base

change by modifications, then it commutes with any base change.

Assume S Noetherian, f of finite type, and Λ Noetherian such that mΛ = 0 for some m invertible
on S.

Corollary 4.29. For L ∈ Db
c(X, Λ), there exists an open subscheme U ⊆ S of complement of codi-

mension ≥ 2 such that (fU , L|XU
) is Ψ-good.

Proof. There exists an open subscheme U ⊆ S of complement of codimension ≥ 2 such that the
restriction of the modification g in Theorem 4.27 (1) to U is quasi-finite, by Chevalley’s semicontinuity
theorem and dimension formula [EGAIV, (5.6.5.1)], hence finite. We then conclude by [O, Lemme
3.3].

Definition 4.30. For L ∈ Dc(X, Λ), we say that (f, L) is weakly Ψ-good if Ψs
f (L) belongs to Dc(Xs ×̄

S(s), Λ) for every geometric point s→ S and Ψf (L) commutes with smooth base change.

By Theorem 4.27 (2), for L ∈ Dc, if (f, L) is Ψ-good, then (f, L) is weakly Ψ-good. We do not
know whether the converse holds.

Remark 4.31. Consider a Cartesian square (4.18) with g finite. Let M ∈ Dc(XT , Λ). If (fT , M) is
weakly Ψ-good, then (f, gX∗M) is weakly Ψ-good. Indeed, ΨgfT

(M) commutes with smooth base
change by Lemma 4.12 (1) and Ψf (gX∗M) commutes with smooth base change by Lemma 4.12 (4),
and Ψs

f (gX∗M) is in Dc by Lemma 4.13.

The following is an analogue of Orgogozo’s theorem for !-pullback. The quasi-excellence of S (not
needed in Orgogozo’s theorem) ensures that p!

XL ∈ Db
c.

Theorem 4.32. Assume S quasi-excellent. Let f : X → S be a morphism of finite type and let
L ∈ Db

c(X, Λ). There exists a modification p : S′ → S such that (fS′ , p!
XL) is weakly Ψ-good.

Our proof of the theorem relies on the following preliminary results on !-pullback.

Lemma 4.33. Assume S quasi-excellent. Let f : X → S be a morphism of finite type and let L ∈
D+

c (X, Λ).
(1) If (f, L) is weakly Ψ-good, then for every g : T → S separated of finite type, (fT , g!

XL) is weakly
Ψ-good.

(2) If for some g : T → S finite surjective, (fT , g!
XL) is weakly Ψ-good, then (f, L) is weakly Ψ-good.

Proof. The commutation with smooth base change follows from Lemma 4.23. In (1) and (2), for every
geometric point t→ T above s→ S, we have Ψt

fT
(g!

XL) ≃ (id ×̄ g(t))!Ψs
f L. Then (1) follows from the

fact that (id ×̄ g(t))! preserves D+
c (Proposition 1.35), and (2) follows from the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.34. Let X be a quasi-excellent scheme. Let g : T → S be a separated surjective morphism of
finite type between quasi-excellent schemes. Let Λ be a Noetherian commutative ring such that mΛ = 0
for some m invertible on X and on S. Let L ∈ D+(X ×̄S, Λ) such that R(idX ×̄g)!L ∈ D+

c (X ×̄T, Λ).
Then L ∈ D+

c .

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.24 (1). Let S′ ⊆ S be the smallest closed subset
such that L|X×̄(S−S′) belongs to D+

c . Assume S′ nonempty. Consider the diagram (4.34) and let
L′ = R(idX ×̄ij)!L. We have RHom((idX ×̄g′)∗Λ, L′) ≃ (idX ×̄g′)∗R(idX ×̄g′)!L′ ≃ (idX ×̄g′)∗R(idX ×̄
iT h)!R(idX ×̄ g)!L, which belongs to D+

c by the assumptions. Recall that g′ is finite and surjective.
The stalks of g′∗Λ are nonzero finite free Λ-modules. Up to shrinking U , we may assume g′∗Λ locally
constant. Then L′ ∈ D+

c . Let S′′ = S′ − U and let u : U → S − S′′ and v : S − S′ → S − S′′ be the
inclusions. The distinguished triangle

(idX ×̄ u)∗L′ → L|X×̄(S−S′′) → R(idX ×̄ v)∗L|X×̄(S−S′) → (idX ×̄ u)∗L′[1]

implies L|X×̄(S−S′′) ∈ D+
c , contradicting the minimality of S′. Thus S′ is empty and L ∈ D+

c .

Proof of Theorem 4.32. We prove first the case L = iX∗M , where i : F ⊆ S is a closed immersion with
F reduced and there exists a modification m : F ′ → F such that (fF ′ , m!

XM) is weakly Ψ-good. The
proof is similar to [O, Section 4.2]. We construct a commutative diagram of schemes

G
q //

��

FT
iT //

πF

��

T

π

��

T ′oo

r
��

F ′
m // F

i // S S′,
poo

where p and πred : T → Sred are modifications, q and r are finite surjective, and the square in the
middle is Cartesian, as follows. Applying [O, Lemme 4.3] to iredm, we get the left and middle squares.
Applying [O, Lemme 3.2] to π, we get the right square. By Lemma 4.33 (1), (fG, q!

Xπ!
XF

M) is weakly
Ψ-good. By Lemma 4.33 (2), (fFT

, π!
XF

M) is weakly Ψ-good. By Remark 4.31, (fT , π!
XL) is weakly

Ψ-good, as π!
XL ≃ iXT ∗p

!
XF

M by base change. By Lemma 4.33 (1), (fT ′ , r!
Xp!

XL) is weakly Ψ-good.
By Lemma 4.33 (2), (fS′ , p!

XL) is weakly Ψ-good.
For the general case, by Orgogozo’s theorem (Theorem 4.27), there exists a modification g : T → S

such that (fT , g∗XL) is Ψ-good, hence weakly Ψ-good. Let j : U → T be the complement of the
exceptional locus S1 ⊆ T . Then Cone(j!(L|U ) → g∗XL) and Cone(j!(L|U ) → g!

XL) are supported on
X ×S S1. By the special case above, we are reduced to proving the theorem for S1.

Repeating this process, we obtain a sequence S = S0 ← S1 ← S2 ← · · · , each Si+1 being the
exceptional locus of a modification of Si. It remains to show that Sn is empty for n≫ 0. Assume the
contrary. Up to replacing S by an étale cover, we may assume that S admits a dimension function δ0

[ILO, XIV Théorème 2.3.1]. We equip Sn with the induced dimension function δn [ILO, XIV Corollaire
2.5.2]. There exists a sequence of generic points ηi of Si such that ηi specializes to the image of ηi+1

in Si. Then δi+1(ηi+1) < δi(ηi), so that δi(ηi) → −∞ as i → ∞. Let η′i denote the image of ηi in
S. Then δ0(η′i) ≤ δi(ηi). Thus δ(η′i) → −∞. Each η′i+1 is a specialization of η′i. This contradicts the
assumption that S is Noetherian.

Remark 4.35. We originally proved Theorem 4.32 under the additional assumption that S is finite-
dimensional. The argument of dimension function above which allows to remove this assumption is
due to Gabber.

5 Nearby cycles and duality

In this section, we prove Theorem 5.1 on the commutation of the sliced nearby cycle functor with
duality, and deduce Theorem 0.3. We then give applications to local acyclicity (Corollary 5.13) and
singular support (Corollary 5.14).
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5.1 Duality

Let S be a coherent scheme and let Λ be a torsion commutative ring. We fix KS ∈ D(S, Λ), not
necessarily dualizing. For a : X → S separated of finite type, we take KX = Ra!KS . For a point s
of S with values in a field, we take KXs×̄s0

S(s)
= R(as ×̄s0 id)!KS(s)

, where KS(s)
is the restriction of

KS . Note that Ψs
idS

KS ≃ KS(s)
. Applying (4.9) to b = idS and KS , we obtain Ψs

aKX → KXs×̄s0
S(s)

.
Composing with (4.1), we get a natural transformation

(5.1) As
a : Ψs

aDX → DXs×̄s0
S(s)

Ψs
a,

where DX = RHom(−, KX), DXs×̄s0
S(s)

= RHom(−, KXs×̄s0
S(s)

).
By Remark 4.3, As

a is the composition of i∗Aa with

(5.2) i∗D
X
←
×SS
→ DXs×̄s0

S(s)
i∗,

where i : Xs ×̄s0 S(s) → X
←
×S S and

Aa : ΨaDX
∼
−→ D

X
←
×SS

Ψa

is the trivial duality. Here D
X
←
×SS

:= RHom(−, K
X
←
×SS

), K
X
←
×SS

:= ΨaKX .

In the rest of Subsection 5.1, let S be a Noetherian scheme and let Λ be a Noetherian commutative
ring with mΛ = 0 for some m invertible on S. In this case, KXs×̄s0

S(s)
≃ (Ra!

sΛ)⊠L KS(s)
by Corollary

1.26.

Theorem 5.1. Assume S excellent. Let a : X → S be a separated morphism of finite type and let
K ∈ Db

c(S, Λ). Let L ∈ D−c (X, Λ) such that (a, L) is Ψ-good and Ψa(DXL) commutes with smooth
base change. Then, for every point s of S with values in a field, the map As

a(L) is an isomorphism.

We refer to Example 4.26 for examples of Ψ-good pairs. As DX = RHom(−, a!KS), the theorem
can be seen as a dual of the projection formula for RΨ [I3, Proposition A.6]: if ΨaL commutes with
finite base change, then

RΨaL⊗L p∗2M
∼
−→ RΨa(L⊗L a∗M).

Remark 5.2.
(1) If (a, L) satisfies the assumptions of the theorem, then for any morphism g : T → S separated and

of finite type, the same holds for (aT , g∗XL). Indeed, RΨaT
(DXT

g∗XL) commutes with smooth
base change by Lemma 4.23 (1), since DXT

g∗XL ≃ g!
XDXL.

(2) If X
f
−→ Y

b
−→ S are separated morphisms of finite type with f proper and if (bf, L) satisfies the

assumptions of the theorem, the same holds for (b, f∗L) by Lemma 4.12 (3).

For the proof of Theorem 5.1, we need the following compatibilities between As
a and the construc-

tions of Subsections 4.3 and 4.5.

Lemma 5.3. For any separated morphism g : T → S of finite type and any geometric point t → T ,
the diagram

(5.3) (id ×̄ g(t))!Ψt
aDXL

BC!t
a,g(DX L)

//

(id×̄g(t))!At
a(L)

��

Ψt
aT

g!
XDXL

∼ Ψt
aT

DXT
g∗XL

At
aT

(g∗X L)

��
(id ×̄ g(t))!DXt×̄S(t)

Ψt
aL

δΨt
aL // DXt×̄T(t)

(id ×̄ g(t))∗Ψt
aL DXt×̄T(t)

Ψt
aT

g∗XL
DXt×̄T(t)

BCt
a,g(L)

oo

commutes. Here δ : (id ×̄ g(t))!DXt×̄S(t)
→ DXt×̄T(t)

(id ×̄ g(t))∗ is (4.32).
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Proof. We may assume that g is smooth or a closed immersion. By Remark 4.21, with the notation
of (4.19), the diagram decomposes into

(id ×̄ g(t))!i∗ΨaDX
γ

∼
//

Aa≃

��

i∗T,t(gX
←
×g g)!ΨaDX

BC!
a,g //

Aa≃

��

i∗T,tΨaT
g!

XDX
∼

i∗T,tΨaT
DXT

g∗X

AaT≃

��
(id ×̄ g(t))!i∗D

X
←
×SS

Ψa
γ

∼
//

(5.2)

��

i∗T,t(gX

←
×g g)!D

X
←
×SS

Ψa
ǫ // i∗T,tDXT

←
×T T

(gX

←
×g g)∗Ψa

(5.2)
��

i∗T,tDXT

←
×T T

ΨaT
g∗X

(5.2)

��

BCa,goo

(id ×̄ g(t))!DXt×̄S(t)
i∗Ψa

δ // DXt×̄T(t)
(id ×̄ g(t))∗i∗Ψa

∼
DXt×̄T(t)

i∗T,t(gX

←
×g g)∗Ψa DXt×̄T(t)

i∗T,tΨaT
g∗X ,

BCa,goo

where ǫ : (gX
←
×g g)!D

X
←
×SS
→ D

XT

←
×T T

(gX
←
×g g)∗ is given by

(gX

←
×g g)!RHom(M, ΨaKX)

ζ
−→ RHom((gX

←
×g g)∗M, (gX

←
×g g)!ΨaKX)

BC!
a,g(KX)

−−−−−−−→ RHom((gX

←
×g g)∗M, ΨaT

g!
XKX).

Here ζ is the restriction map for g smooth and the canonical isomorphism for g a closed immersion
(in this case, as in the proof of Lemma 4.13, gX

←
×g g can be identified with the closed immersion

idX
←
×S g). The inner squares commute by construction.

Remark 5.4. We have R(id ×̄ g(t))!KXt×̄S(t)
≃ KXt×̄T(t)

by Remark 4.17. Thus, by Lemma 4.19, δ is
an isomorphism on D−c . It follows that for L as in Theorem 5.1, the horizontal arrows of (5.3) are
isomorphisms.

Lemma 5.5. Let X
f
−→ Y

b
−→ S be morphisms of schemes with Y coherent and f separated of finite

type. For any geometric point s→ S, the following diagrams commute:

Ψs
bDY f!L

As
b
(f!L)

��

∼ Ψs
bf∗DXL

(4.7) // (fs ×̄ id)∗Ψs
bf DXL

(fs×̄id)∗As
bf

(L)

��
DYs×̄S(s)

Ψs
bf!L

(4.8)// DYs×̄S(s)
(fs ×̄ id)!Ψs

bf L
(1.7)

∼ (fs ×̄ id)∗DXs×̄S(s)
Ψs

bf L

(5.4)

Ψs
bf DY f∗M

As
bf

(f∗M)

��

∼ Ψs
bf f !DY M

(4.9) // (fs ×̄ id)!Ψs
bDXM

(fs×̄id)!As
b
(M)

��
DXs×̄S(s)

Ψs
bf f∗M

(4.6)// DXs×̄S(s)
(fs ×̄ id)∗Ψs

bM
(1.6)

∼ (fs ×̄ id)!DYs×̄S(s)
Ψs

bM.

(5.5)

For f proper (resp. smooth), the horizontal arrows of (5.4) (resp. (5.5)) are isomorphisms by
Remark 4.8 (2) (resp. Remark 4.8 (1) and Lemma 4.10).

Proof. By (4.15), with the notation of (4.3), the diagram (5.4) decomposes into

i∗Y ΨbDY f!
∼

≃ Ab

��

i∗Y Ψbf∗DX
∼

i∗Y (f
←
×S id)∗Ψbf DX

(4.5) //

Abf≃

��

(fs ×̄ id)∗i∗XΨbf DX

Abf≃

��
i∗Y D

Y
←
×SS

Ψbf!
α′ //

(5.2)

��

i∗Y D
Y
←
×SS

(f
←
×S id)!Ψbf

γ

∼

(5.2)
��

i∗Y (f
←
×S id)∗D

X
←
×SS

Ψbf
(4.5)// (fs ×̄ id)∗i∗XD

X
←
×SS

Ψbf

(5.2)

��
DYs×̄S(s)

i∗Y Ψbf!
α′ // DYs×̄S(s)

i∗Y (f
←
×S id)!Ψbf

β′

∼ DYs×̄S(s)
(fs ×̄ id)!i

∗
XΨbf ∼

(1.7)// (fs ×̄ id)∗DXs×̄S(s)
i∗XΨbf ,
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where γ : D
Y
←
×SS

(f
←
×S id)! ≃ (f

←
×S id)∗D

X
←
×SS

is given by

RHom((f
←
×S id)!N, ΨbKY )

(1.7)
−−−→
∼

(f
←
×S id)∗RHom(N, (f

←
×S id)!ΨbKY )

α−1(KY )
−−−−−−→
∼

(f
←
×S id)∗RHom(N, Ψbf f !KY ).

Here α is defined in (4.13). The inner squares commute by construction.
The commutativity of (5.5) can be proved similarly, using (4.16).

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Parts of the proof are similar to [O, Sections 4.4, 5.1], but the third induction
step below is in the opposite direction. By Lemma 1.29, up to replacing S by the strict localization
at a geometric point above s, we may assume that S is finite-dimensional and s is a geometric point.
By Lemmas 4.24 (2), 5.3 and Remark 5.4, if the theorem holds for (aT , g∗XL) for a proper surjective
morphism g : T → S, then it holds for (a, L). In particular, we may alter S.

We proceed by a triple induction. First we proceed by induction on the dimension dS of S. Up to
replacing S by an irreducible component, we may assume S integral, of generic point η. For S empty
the assertion is trivial. For each dS ≥ 0, we proceed by induction on the dimension dXη of the generic
fiber Xη of a. Note that the assertion holds if Xη is empty. Indeed, if T ⊆ S denotes the schematic
image of a, then for s → S − T the source and target of As

a(L) are both zero. For t→ T , the source
and target of At

a(L) are supported on Xt ×̄ T(t). By Lemma 5.3, the restriction of At
a(L) to Xt ×̄ T(t)

can be identified with At
aT

(L), which is an isomorphism by the induction hypothesis on dS .
Assume dXη ≥ 0. Note that if L is supported on Y ⊆ X such that Yη ⊆ Xη is nowhere dense,

then the assertion holds. Indeed, if L = i∗M , where i : Y → X is the inclusion, then As
a(L) can be

identified with (is ×̄ id)∗As
ai(M) by Lemma 5.5, and the induction hypothesis on dXη applies to ai.

This applies in particular if Y ⊆ X is nowhere dense.
For any alteration g : T → S, g! has cohomological amplitude ≤ 2dg, where dg denotes the maxi-

mum dimension of the fibers of g, so that g! has cohomological amplitude≥ −2dg ≥ −2dS by dimension
formula [EGAIV, (5.6.5.1)]. Thus, up to replacing K by a shift, we may assume that for every alter-
ation g : T → S, g!KS ∈ D≥0. We proceed by induction on n to show that for every L ∈ D≤0

c (X, Λ)
satisfying the assumptions of the theorem, the cone of As

a(L) belongs to D≥n, and the same holds with
S replaced by an alteration. As above, a! has cohomological amplitude ≥ −2da, where da denotes the
maximum dimension of the fibers of a. Thus the source and target of As

a(L) both belong to D≥−2da ,
and the assertion is trivial for n = −2da − 1.

Recall that every C ∈ Shvc(X, Λ) is Noetherian. Thus, for any epimorphism M → C, there exists
u!Λ→M with u : U → X étale, separated and of finite type, such that the composition u!Λ→ C is an
epimorphism. By [KS, Lemma 13.2.1 (b)], we may assume that Lq = 0 for q > 0 and L0 has the form
u!Λ. Note that DX(u!Λ) ≃ u∗KU ∈ Db

c. By Orgogozo’s theorem (Theorem 4.27) and Theorem 4.32,
up to modifying S, we may assume that (a, u!Λ) satisfies the assumptions of the theorem. It follows
that (a, σ≤−1L) satisfies the assumptions of the theorem, where σ≤−1L denotes the naive truncation
of L. By induction hypothesis on n, we have Cone(As

a(σ≤−1L)) ∈ D≥n. Thus it suffices to show that
As

a(u!Λ) is an isomorphism.

Choose a compactification X
f
−→ Y

b
−→ S of a with dim Yη = dim Xη. By Zariski’s main theorem,

fu admits a factorization U
j
−→ V

v
−→ Y with v finite and j a dominant open immersion. Let V ′ be

the disjoint union of the irreducible components of V and let v′ : V ′ → X. Then the composition
(fu)!Λ → v∗Λ → v′∗Λ is a monomorphism and the cokernel is supported on a nowhere dense closed
subset. Up to modifying S, we may assume that (b, (fu)!Λ), (bv′, Λ) and (consequently) (b, v′∗Λ) satisfy
the assumptions of the theorem. By Lemma 5.5, As

a(u!Λ) can be identified with (fs ×̄ id)∗As
b((fu)!L).

Thus it suffices to show that As
b(v′∗Λ) is an isomorphism. By Lemma 5.5, As

b(v′∗Λ) can be identified
with (v′s × id)∗As

bv′(Λ). Changing notation, we are reduced to showing that As
a(Λ) is an isomorphism

for a proper, X integral, and (a, Λ) satisfying the assumptions of the theorem.
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By [O, Lemme 4.7], up to altering S, there exists an alteration X ′
∐

X ′′ → X such that X ′ → S
is a plurinodal morphism and X ′′ → S is non-dominant. Let p : X ′ → X. There exists an open
immersion j : U → X with jη dominant such that pU is finite flat and surjective. Consider the maps

j!pU∗Λ //

��

j!Λ

��
Rp∗Λ Λ.

The horizontal map is induced by the trace map and is surjective. The cones of the vertical maps
are supported on closed subsets of X having nowhere dense intersections with Xη. Up to modifying
S, we may assume that the pairs (a, j!Λ), (a, j!pU∗Λ), (ap, Λ) and (consequently, by Remark 5.2 (2))
(a, Rp∗Λ) satisfy the assumptions of the theorem. Thus it suffices to show that As

a(Rp∗Λ) is an
isomorphism. By Lemma 5.5, As

a(Rp∗Λ) can be identified with (ps × id)∗As
ap(Λ). Changing notation,

we are reduced to showing that As
a(Λ) is an isomorphism for a plurinodal and (a, Λ) satisfying the

assumptions of the theorem.
If dXη = 0, then a is an isomorphism and Ψs

a is the restriction from S to S(s), so that As
a(Λ) can

be identified with the identity on KS(s)
. Assume dXη ≥ 1. Then a decomposes into X

f
−→ Y

b
−→ S,

where dim(Yη) = dXη−1 and f is a projective flat curve with geometric fibers having at most ordinary
quadratic singularities. Up to modifying S, we may assume that (b, Λ) satisfies the assumptions of the
theorem. By Lemma 5.5, (fs ×̄ id)∗As

a(Λ) can be identified with As
b(f∗Λ). Since (b, f∗Λ) satisfies the

assumption of the theorem, As
b(f∗Λ) is an isomorphism by the induction hypothesis on dXη , so that it

suffices to show that Cone(As
a(Λ)) is supported on (X −U)s ×̄ S(s), where U is the smooth locus of f

(with X −U finite over Y ). By Lemma 5.5, on Us ×̄ S(s), As
a(Λ) coincides with (fs ×̄ id)∗As

b(Λ)(1)[2],
which is an isomorphism by the induction hypothesis on dXη .

Proof of Theorem 0.3. By Orgogozo’s theorem (Theorem 4.27) and Theorem 4.32, there exists a mod-
ification g : S′ → S such that (aS′ , L|XS′

) is Ψ-good and (aS′ , g!
XDXL) is weakly Ψ-good. Since

DXS′
(L|XS′

) ≃ g!
XDXL, Theorem 5.1 applies to (aT , L|XT

) for any T → S′ separated of finite type by
Remark 5.2 (1).

Corollary 5.6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 0.3, there exists an open subscheme U ⊆ S of
complement of codimension ≥ 2, such that for every morphism T → U separated of finite type, and
for every point t ∈ T , the map At

aT
(L|XT

) is an isomorphism.

Proof. By Corollary 4.29, there exists an open subscheme U ⊆ S of complement of codimension
≥ 2, such that (aU , L|XU

) and (aU , (DXL)|XU
) are Ψ-good and weakly Ψ-good. Since DXU

(L|XU
) ≃

(DXL)|XU
, we then conclude by Theorem 5.1 and Remark 5.2 (1).

In the case where KS is a dualizing complex, Theorem 5.1 has the following dual.

Corollary 5.7. Assume S excellent equipped with a dimension function and let KS be a dualizing
complex for Dcft(S, Λ). Let a : X → S be a separated morphism of finite type and let L ∈ Db

c(X, Λ)
such that (a, L) is weakly Ψ-good and (a, DXL) is Ψ-good. Assume either L ∈ Dcft or Λ Gorenstein.
Then for every point s of S with values in a field, As

a(L) is an isomorphism.

Proof. The assumption that L ∈ Dcft or Λ Gorenstein implies that L → DXDXL is an isomorphism
and M → DXs×̄s0

S(s)
DXs×̄s0

S(s)
M is an isomorphism for M = Ψs

aDXL by Proposition 1.37. (For
L ∈ Dcft, DXL ∈ Dcft, hence M ∈ Dcft by [O, Remarque 8.3].) Thus As

a(DXL) is an isomorphism
Theorem 5.1. The corollary follows from the following formal result (see for example [SZ, Constructions
A.4.5, A.4.6]).
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Lemma 5.8. The square

Ψs
aD

As
a //

��

DΨs
a

DDΨs
aD

DAs
aD// DΨs

aDD

OO

where the vertical arrow are induced by the evaluation maps id→ DD, is commutative.

In the case where KS is a dualizing complex, Theorem 0.3 has the following dual.

Corollary 5.9. Assume S excellent equipped with a dimension function and let KS be a dualizing
complex for Dcft(S, Λ). Let a : X → S be a separated morphism of finite type and let L ∈ Db

c(X, Λ).
Assume either L ∈ Dcft or Λ Gorenstein. Then there exists a modification g : S′ → S such that
for every morphism T → S′ separated of finite type, and for every point t of T , At

aT
(h!

XL) is an

isomorphism. Here h denotes the composition T → S′
g
−→ S.

Proof. By Orgogozo’s theorem (Theorem 4.27) and Theorem 4.32, there exists g such that (aS′ , g!
XL)

is weakly Ψ-good and (aS′ , g∗XDXL) is Ψ-good. Then (aT , h!
XL) is weakly Ψ-good and (aT , DXT

h!
XL)

is Ψ-good, as DXT
h!

XL ≃ h∗XDXL. We conclude by Corollary 5.7.

Remark 5.10. The analogue of Theorem 0.3 does not hold for the restriction to shreds or local sections
(Remark 4.2). In fact, the shredded nearby cycle functor Ψs

s = (is)∗ typically does not commute with
duality, even if X = S. Moreover, for x → X a geometric point above a geometric generic point
s→ S, the local section x ×̄ S(s) is a point and the restriction (ΨsL)|x×̄S(s)

can be identified with Lx,
and L 7→ Lx typically does not commute with duality, even if S is a point.

5.2 Vanishing cycles and local acyclicity

The functor LCo studied in Section 2 admits the following generalization.

Remark 5.11. Let X be a topos glued from an open subtopos U and a closed subtopos Y . Let
j : U → X and i : Y → X be the embeddings. Then i admits a left adjoint π : X → Y if and only if
the gluing functor p∗ = i∗j∗ : U → Y admits an exact left adjoint p∗. For the “only if” part we take
p = πj. For the “if” part, we take π∗G to be (G, p∗G, ϕ), where ϕ : G → p∗p

∗G is the adjunction.
Assume that the above conditions hold. Sheaves F on X are triples (FY ,FU , φ), where φ : p∗FY →

FU is a morphism. Between Shv(−, Λ), we have adjoint functors

Co ⊣ j! ⊣ j∗ ⊣ j∗, π∗ ⊣ π∗ = i∗ ⊣ i∗ ⊣ i!,

where CoF = Coker(φ : p∗FY → FU ). Between derived categories D(−, Λ), we have adjoint functors

LCo ⊣ j! ⊣ j∗ ⊣ Rj∗, .

For M ∈ D(X, Λ), LCoM is computed by CoM ′, where M ′ → M is a quasi-isomorphism and
M ′q = (M ′q

Y , M ′q
U , φq) with φq a monomorphism for every q. In fact, we can take M ′ to be Ker(M ⊕

Cone(idπ∗π∗M ) → Cone(idi∗i∗M )), where the map is induced by the adjunctions π∗π∗M → M →
i∗i
∗M , and take M ′ →M to be the map induced by projection.
Generalizing (2.13), we have a distinguished triangle

π∗π∗M →M → j!LCoM → π∗π∗M [1].

Let (S, s) be a Henselian local pair. Let Y be a locally coherent topos over s. Let S◦ := S − {s}.
Remark 5.11 applies to the inclusions j : Y ×̄s S◦ → Y ×s S and i : Y ≃ s ×̄s Y → Y ×̄s S, with
π = p1 : Y ×̄s S → Y given by the first projection. In particular, we have the functor

LCo: D(Y ×̄s S)→ D(Y ×̄s S◦).

The following remark is not needed in this paper.
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Remark 5.12. If S is Noetherian and mΛ = 0 with m invertible on S, then Rj∗ has finite-cohomological
dimension and admits a right adjoint Co∨. If, moreover, S is excellent equipped with a dimension
function, KS is a dualizing complex for Dcft(S, Λ), and Y is a scheme separated of finite type over
s, then we have DY ×̄S◦(LCo) ≃ Co∨DY ×̄S , similarly to Theorem 2.20. However, unlike the case of
Section 2, Co∨ is very different from LCo in general. For example, if S is regular, Y = s, v : T → S is
the inclusion of a nonempty regular closed subscheme of codimension c, then Co∨(v∗Λ) ≃ Ru∗Λ(c)[2c−
1] while LCo(v∗Λ) ≃ u!Λ[1], where u : S − T → S◦.

Let S be an arbitrary scheme. For a morphism of schemes a : X → S and a point s of S with
values in a field, we define the sliced vanishing cycle functor Φs

a to be the composition

D(X, Λ)
RΨs

a−−−→ D(Xs ×̄s0 S(s), Λ) LCo
−−→ D(Xs ×̄s0 S◦(s), Λ),

where s0 is the closed point of S(s).

Corollary 5.13. Let a : X → S be a morphism of finite type of excellent schemes, with S regular. Let Λ
be a Noetherian commutative ring such that mΛ = 0 for some m invertible on S. Let KX be a dualizing
complex for Dcft(X, Λ) and let L ∈ Db

c(X, Λ). Assume either L ∈ Dcft or Λ Gorenstein. Assume (a, L)
is universally locally acyclic. Then (a, DXL) is universally locally acyclic. Here DX = RHom(−, KX).

This gives an affirmative answer to a question of Illusie. Note that since S is regular, ΛS is a
dualizing complex for Dcft(S, Λ). See also [BG, B.6 2)] for S smooth over a field.

Proof. We may assume a separated. We have KX ≃ a!ΛS ⊗
L M for some invertible object M of

Dcft(X, Λ). Since DXL ≃ RHom(L ⊗L M, a!ΛS) with L ⊗L M universally locally acyclic, we may
assume KX = a!ΛS . By Corollary 5.9, there exists a modification S0 → S such that for T → S0

separated of finite type, and for every geometric point t→ T , we have

Ψt((DXL)|XT
) ≃ ΨtDXT

g!
XL

At
aT

(g!
X

L)
−−−−−−→

∼
DXt×̄T(t)

Ψtg!
XL,

where g : T → S. Let Lt = L|Xt . By Example 4.26 (1), (a, L) is Ψ-good and ΨtL = p∗1Lt ∈ Db
c. Thus,

by Lemmas 4.22 and 4.19 and biduality (Proposition 1.37),

DXt×̄T(t)
Ψtg!

XL ≃ DXt×̄T(t)
(id ×̄ g(t))

!ΨtL ≃ DXt×̄T(t)
(id ×̄ g(t))

!DXt×̄S(t)
DXt×̄S(t)

p∗1Lt

(4.32)
←−−−
∼

DXt×̄T(t)
DXt×̄T(t)

(id ×̄ g(t))
∗DXt×̄S(t)

p∗1Lt ≃ (id ×̄ g(t))
∗DXt×̄S(t)

p∗1Lt.

By Künneth formula (Corollary 1.36), DXt×̄S(t)
p∗1Lt ≃ p∗1DXtLt. Thus Ψt((DXL)|XT

) has the form
p∗1L′. It follows that ΦaT

((DXL)|XT
) = 0. Thus, for any morphism S′ → S separated and of finite

type, ΦaS′
((DXL)|XS′

) = 0 by Lemma 6.1 applied to the Čech nerve of S0 ×S S′ → S′. We conclude
by Remark 4.28.

Gabber showed that universal local acyclicity in Corollary 5.13 is equivalent to local acyclicity. He
also gave a different proof of the case L ∈ Dcft of Corollary 5.13, independent of Corollary 5.9. We
present Gabber’s results in Section 6.

Generalizing constructions of Beilinson [B2], Hu and Yang [HY] recently defined relative versions
of singular support and weak singular support over a Noetherian base scheme S, which exist and are
equal on a dense open subscheme of S. For X → S smooth of finite type and L ∈ Db

c(X, Λ), the weak
singular support SSw(L, X/S) is defined to be the smallest element of Cw(L, X/S) (if it exists), where
Cw(L, X/S) denotes the set of closed conical subsets C of the cotangent bundle T ∗(X/S) such that
L is weakly micro-supported on C relatively to S. SSw(L, X/S) exists if (f, L) is universally locally
acyclic [HY, 4.3, Proposition 4.5].

The preservation of local acyclicity by duality implies the following compatibility of weak singular
support with duality.
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Corollary 5.14. Let X → S be a smooth morphism of regular excellent schemes. Let Λ and KX be
as in Corollary 5.13 and let L ∈ Db

c(X, Λ). Assume either L ∈ Dcft or Λ Gorenstein. Then

Cw(L, X/S) = Cw(DXL, X/S), SSw(L, X/S) = SSw(DXL, X/S).

(The second equality means that SSw(L, X/S) exists if and only if SSw(DXL, X/S) exists and the two
are equal when they exist.)

In the case where S is the spectrum of a field, one recovers [S1, Corollary 4.9].

Proof. The second equality follows from the first equality. For the first equality, we show more
generally that for every test pair X

h
←− U

g
−→ Y of smooth schemes of finite type over S with h smooth

of relative dimension d, (g, h∗L) is locally acyclic if and only if (g, h∗DXL) is locally acyclic. Since
(h∗DXL)(d)[2d] ≃ DU h∗L, this follows from Corollaries 5.13 and 6.6.

6 Local acyclicity (after Gabber)

The results of this section are due to Ofer Gabber.

Lemma 6.1. Let a : X → S be a morphism of schemes and let L ∈ D+(X, Λ). Assume that there
exists a hypercovering g• : S• → S for the h-topology such that Φan(L|Xn) = 0 for all n ≥ 0, where
an : Xn → Sn denotes the base change of a by gn. Then Φa(L) = 0.

Proof. Let gX• be the base change of g• to X and let ~g• = gX•
←
×g• g•. We have a commutative diagram

p∗1

��

// ~g•∗~g
∗
•p
∗
1

∼
~g•∗p

∗
1•g
∗
X•

��
Ψa

// ΨagX•∗g
∗
X•

∼
~g•∗Ψa•g

∗
X•.

By cohomological descent and oriented cohomological descent [ILO, XIIA Théorème 2.2.3], the horizon-
tal arrows are isomorphisms on D+. The right vertical arrow is an isomorphism on L by assumption.
Thus the left vertical arrow is an isomorphism on L.

Lemma 6.2. Let S be a Noetherian scheme and let U ⊆ S be a dense open subset. For any s ∈ S−U ,
there exists an immediate Zariski generization t of s in S with t ∈ U .

This follows from [M, Section 31, Lemma 1]. We include a proof for completeness.

Proof. We may assume S local of center s. We proceed by induction on the dimension d of S. For
d = 1, any t ∈ U works. For d > 1, there are infinitely many codimension 1 points of S. Indeed, for
S = Spec(R), by Krull’s principal ideal theorem, each proper principal ideal of R is contained in a
height 1 prime ideal, so that the maximal ideal m of R is the union of all height 1 prime ideals. On
the other hand, by the prime avoidance lemma, m cannot be the union of finitely many such primes,
as m has height > 1. Let x be a codimension 1 point of S that is not a maximal point of S−U . Then
x ∈ U . We conclude by induction hypothesis applied to the closure of x in S.

Lemma 6.3. Let f : X → S be a morphism of finite type of Noetherian schemes, T a subscheme of

S, (x̄, t̄) a point of P = X
←
×S T (x̄ being a point of Xet, t̄ being a point of Tet, and t̄ f(x̄) being a

morphism of points of Set). Then (x̄, t̄) specializes to a point (x̄′, t̄′) of P such that the image x′ ∈ X
of x̄′ is closed and t̄′  f(x̄′) is an (étale) specialization of codimension ≤ 1.
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Proof. The image x ∈ X of x̄ specializes to a closed point x′ ∈ X and x̄ specializes to a point x̄′ of Xet

above x′. Let t be the image of t̄ → S(f(x̄)) → S(f(x̄′)) and let U = T ×S {t}, which is locally closed
in {t} and contains t, hence open dense in {t}. If U = {t}, it suffices to take t̄′ = f(x̄′). Otherwise
f(x̄′) 6∈ U admits an immediate Zariski generization t′ ∈ U by Lemma 6.2 and it suffices to take t̄′ to
be a geometric point above t′.

Lemma 6.4. Let f : X → S be a morphism of finite type of Noetherian schemes. The points (x̄, t̄) of

X
←
×S S such that the image x ∈ X of x̄ is locally closed and t̄  f(x̄) is an (étale) specialization of

codimension ≤ 1, form a conservative family P for the category of constructible sheaves.

Note that by Chevalley’s constructibility theorem, x ∈ X locally closed implies f(x) ∈ S locally
closed. Thus x ∈ X is locally closed if and only if s = f(x) ∈ S is locally closed and x is closed in the
fiber Xs.

Proof. Let α : F → G be a morphism of constructible sheaves such that α(x̄,t̄) is an isomorphism for
all (x̄, t̄) in P. There exist partitions X =

⋃

i Xi and S =
⋃

j Sj into locally closed subsets such that

the restrictions of F and G to Pi,j = Xi

←
×S Sj are locally constant. By Lemma 6.3, each point of Pi,j

specializes to a point of Pi,j in P. Thus α|Pi,j
is an isomorphism.

Theorem 6.5. Let f : X → S be a morphism of finite type of Noetherian schemes. Let Λ be a
Noetherian commutative ring such that mΛ = 0 for some m invertible on S and let L ∈ Db

c(X, Λ).
Assume that for every geometric point s̄ of S above s ∈ S locally closed and every strictly local test
curve C → S(s̄), (fC , L|XC

) is locally acyclic. Then (f, L) is universally locally acyclic.

By a strictly local test curve we mean a finite morphism C → S(s̄) such that C is integral and
one-dimensional. Note that C is strictly local.

Proof. By Orgogozo’s theorem (Theorem 4.27), there exists a modification g : T → S such that
RΨfT

(L|XT
) is constructible and commutes with base change. We claim ΦfT

(L|XT
) = 0. Assum-

ing the claim, we have, for any morphism S′ → S separated and of finite type, ΦfS′
(L|XS′

) = 0 by
Lemma 6.1 applied to the Čech nerve of the base change of g by S′ → S. We conclude by Remark
4.28.

To prove the claim, let (x̄, t̄) be a point of XT

←
×T T as in Lemma 6.4. Let C be the closure of the

image of t̄ in T(fT (x̄)) (equipped with the reduced scheme structure). It suffices to show ΦfC
(L|XC

) = 0.
Let s̄ = g(fT (x̄)) → S. If the specialization g(t̄)  s̄ is an isomorphism, this follows from Deligne’s
theorem [D1, Th. finitude, Corollaire 2.16] that (fs̄, L|Xs̄) is universally locally acyclic. Otherwise
C → S(s̄) is a strictly local test curve and ΦfC

(L|XC
) = 0 by assumption. Indeed, C is clearly integral

and one-dimensional. Moreover, T(fT (x̄)) is the strict localization of T(s̄) := T ×S S(s̄) at a closed point
of the fiber Ts̄. Thus C is the limit of a system of affine schemes quasi-finite over T(s̄) with étale
transition maps, hence a strict localization of U at a closed point u ∈ h−1(s̄), with h : U → S(s̄) of
finite type. The localization Spec(OU,u) is irreducible of dimension 1 and the image in S(s̄) is not
a point. It follows that u is an isolated point h−1(s̄). By Chevalley’s semicontinuity theorem, h is
quasi-finite at u. Thus C is finite over S(s̄).

Since local acyclicity is stable under quasi-finite base change, we immediately deduce the following.

Corollary 6.6. Let f and Λ be as in Theorem 6.5. Let L ∈ Db
c(X, Λ) such that (f, L) is locally

acyclic. Then (f, L) is universally locally acyclic.

In the case L = Λ, this answers a question of M. Artin [SGA4, XV Remarque 1.8 b)] (local variant)
under the above assumptions. Compare with Example 4.26 (2).

Remark 6.7.
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(1) We may replace the assumption in Theorem 6.5 by the existence, for every strictly local test
curve C → S(s̄) with s ∈ S locally closed, of a surjective morphism of integral schemes g : C ′ → C
such that (fC′ , L|XC′

) is locally acyclic. Indeed, (fC , L|XC
) is Ψ-good (by Example 4.26 (2) or

by the proof of Theorem 6.5) and (gX
←
×g g)∗ is conservative. For S universally Japanese, taking

C ′ to be the normalization of C, it thus suffices in Theorem 6.5 to assume the local acyclicity
of (fC , L|XC

) for strictly local test curves C → S(s̄) with the additional hypothesis that C is
regular. Note that such a C is the spectrum of a strictly Henselian discrete valuation ring.

(2) Assume that S is of finite type over a field or over Spec(Z). Then it suffices in Theorem 6.5 to
assume the local acyclicity of (fT , L|XT

) for T → S quasi-finite with T regular of dimension 1
(cf. [BG, B.6 5)]). Indeed, any C → S as above with C regular factorizes through some T → S.

Gabber’s proof of the case L ∈ Dcft of Corollary 5.13 relies on Remark (6.7) (1) and the following
consequence of the absolute purity theorem, which is a variant of [S1, Corollary 8.10].

Theorem 6.8. Let g : T → S be an immersion of Noetherian regular schemes, of codimension c. Let
Λ be a Noetherian commutative ring with mΛ = 0 for some m invertible on S. Let f : X → S be a
morphism of schemes and let L ∈ Db(X, Λ) of finite tor-amplitude such that (f, L) is strongly locally
acyclic (Definition 4.5). Then the Gysin map a : g∗XL(−c)[−2c]→ Rg!

XL is an isomorphism.

For f = idS and L = Λ, we recover the absolute purity theorem.

Proof. We may assume that g is a closed immersion. Let j : U → S denote the complement of g. We
have a morphism of distinguished triangles

L⊗L f∗g∗Rg!Λ //

b
��

L // L⊗L f∗Rj∗Λ

c

��

//

gX∗Rg!
XL // L // RjX∗j

∗
XL // ,

where c is an isomorphism by [D1, Th. finitude, App., Proposition 2.10] (see [F, Lemma 7.6.7 (b)] for
a more detailed proof). It follows that b is an isomorphism. We have a commutative square

L⊗L f∗g∗Λ(−c)[−2c]

≃

��

∼ // L⊗L f∗g∗Rg!Λ

b≃

��
gX∗g

∗
XL(−c)[−2c]

gX∗a // gX∗Rg!L,

where the upper horizontal isomorphism is the absolute purity theorem. Thus gX∗a is an isomorphism,
and so is a.

Corollary 6.9. Let g : T → S be a morphism of finite type of Noetherian regular schemes admitting
ample invertible sheaves. Let (f, L) be as in Theorem 6.8 with (f, L) universally strongly locally acyclic.
Then the Gysin map g∗XL(d)[2d] → Rg!

XL is an isomorphism, where d is the virtual relative dimension
of g.

Proof. We factorize g into an immersion followed by a smooth morphism. The case of a smooth
morphism is obvious. The case of an immersion follows from Theorem 6.8.

Here is Gabber’s proof of the case L ∈ Dcft of Corollary 5.13. We may assume KX = a!ΛS . By
Remark 6.7 (1), it suffices to show that (aC , g∗X (DXL)(s̄)) is locally acyclic for strictly local test curves
g : C → S(s̄) with C the spectrum of a strictly Henselian discrete valuation ring. By Corollary 6.6
and Lemma 4.7 (1), (f, L) is universally strongly locally acyclic. Thus g∗X(DXL)(s̄) ≃ DXC

Rg!
XL(s̄) ≃

DXC
(g∗XL(s̄)(d)[2d]) by Corollary 6.9. Thus it suffices to show that DXC

preserves local acyclicity
over C. Changing notation, it suffices to show Φf DXL = 0 for S the spectrum of a strictly Henselian
discrete valuation ring. This follows from Beilinson’s theorem (Corollary 0.2), or from Theorem 3.1:
Ψs

f DXL ≃ DXs×̄SΨs
f L ≃ DXs×̄Sp∗1(L|Xs) ≃ p∗1DXs(L|Xs), where the last isomorphism is Künneth

formula (Corollary 1.36).
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